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 GLOSSARY  
 
 
 
Note: This document contains attachments to Guardian Installation Guides and the AP22 Programming 
Manual. It also has bookmarks throughout the Guide that can assist you with navigation. 
 
If you do not see a sidebar beside the document with the target and paper clip icons representing 
these items, follow these instructions: 
 

• From the top toolbar, select “View” 
• Hover your mouse over “Show/Hide”  
• Move your mouse to the sub-menu and hover over “Navigation Panes” 
• Click on either “Attachments” or “Bookmarks” 
• A sidebar will appear next to the document. Click on the target icon for bookmarks and the 

paperclip icon for attachments.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
RTC Manufacturing’s industry leading school zone flasher equipment is enhanced by an 
impressive supporting cast that makes the monitoring, communicating, and scheduling of 
school zone flashers a worry-free process. 
 
The Worry-Free Flasher system consists of: 
 
RTC Connect™ - RTC Connect™ is the premeir central software platform for programming 
and maintaining school zone flasher systems. It is customizable, easy to configure, and the 
best way to get a snapshot of the school zone flashers in your area. RTC Connect™ is the 
“command center” for the scheduling, monitoring, and troubleshooting of your system. 
 
Guardian Monitoring – The Guardian Series product line monitors and alerts users of 
current and potential problems with batteries, solar panels, time switches, and power supplies 
located in school zone flasher systems or any other electronic device. Alerts are sent via text 
or e-mail to an unlimited number of recipients and can be set to send around-the-clock or only 
during user-defined business hours. The Guardian works as the “watchdog” of your cabinet, 
keeping an eye on things when you aren’t around. 
 
AP22 Time Switch – The AP22 from RTC has been the industry standard for school zone 
time switches for over 30 years. The low maintenance, user-friendly time switch stores and 
runs the programming for school zone flasher systems and works seamlessly with RTC 
Connect. Think of it as the “brain” of the system. 
 
M2M Cellular Communication – RTC’s M2M is a compact cell modem that enables 
quick, reliable, two-way communication between your school zone flasher cabinet and RTC 
Connect. The simple, plug-and-play equipment eliminates the need for additional 
infrastructure, enables programming changes to be made remotely, and ensures Guardian 
alerts are received as quickly as possible. A cabinet equipped with an M2M modem gives you 
“boots on the ground”, allowing you to make changes to your AP22 time switch and notice 
potential problems in your cabinet without ever leaving the office. 
 
 
Note: Although using an AP22 is strongly recommended, the Worry-Free Flasher System can also 
incorporate RTC’s CPR 2012 Time Switch. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

SECTION 1: 
DOWNLOADING RTC CONNECT™ 
 
You can download the latest version of RTC Connect™ by navigating to our website – RTC-
Traff ic.com. We recommend using the latest version of Google Chrome or Internet Explorer 
as your browser.  
 
Near the middle of the page, under the RTC Connect™ logo, click on the “GET LATEST 
VERSION” button. This will take you to a new page, where you will see a link to download the 
latest version of the software. Click on the link to begin the download. 
 

Internet Explorer Troubleshooting: In some instances, your 
computer might block RTC Connect™ from downloading. If you receive an 
error message using Internet Explorer, click the “gear” icon on the top right 
corner of the browser window. Then, scroll down and click on “Internet 
Options.” A new window should pop up. Click on the far-right tab, 
“Advanced.” Scroll down the box inside this window until you find the 
“Security” section and a line that says “Allow software to run or install 
even if the signature is invalid.” Click on the box to check this line. You can 
then press “Apply” followed by “OK”. This should allow you to download 
the software program. 

 
Once RTC Connect™ has been successfully downloaded, click on the download to run the 
application.  
 
An RTC Connect™ Setup Wizard window will open and you can click “Next” to begin. Choose 
an installation folder location and click “Next.” Clicking “Next” again will start the installation. 
At some point, you will see a pop-up window asking to make changes to the computer. Click 
“Yes.” The installer will finish running and you will be able to press “Close” once installation is 
complete.  
 
You will see the software shortcut icon on your desktop. Clicking this icon will launch the 
software. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

SECTION 2: 
UTILITIES (INITIAL SET-UP) 
 
For initial set-up of the software, make sure you have a strong internet connection. 
 
After RTC Connect™ has launched, click on the “Utilities” button on the RTC Connect Tool Bar 
located on the left side of the Main Screen. 
 
The Utilities window will open. You’ll see on the top left of the Utilities window that “Use 
Master Groups” is checked by default. A Master Group is the highest level of organization for 
Locations within RTC Connect. We highly recommend leaving “Use Master Groups” 
checked, but if you have fewer than 99 Locations and don’t have groups of Locations that 
you want/need to uniquely define as a part of a larger group (like a county, district, or 
maintenance area), you may choose to uncheck this box. 
 
Under “Data Communication Options”, confirm that the “Use RTC SQL Database” box is 
checked. The other option, “Use CSV M2M Disabled” is used in non-M2M installations, where 
direct connection is used instead of M2M. If the “Use RTC SQL Database” box is not checked, 
do so now. 
 
Still within the Utilities window, click “Edit Agency Name.” Type in the Agency Name and 
Password that was provided to you by RTC. Click the “Save” button and then click “Done.” You 
should see a Password Check Result window appear that confirms the correct Agency Name 
and Password. Click “OK.” 
 
If Guardian boards have been purchased and installed in your agency, make a note to come 
back to this screen and click the Edit Users button, which allows you to choose who, when, 
and how Guardian Alert Notifications get sent. This can be done at any time. 
 
This concludes the initial set-up of RTC Connect using the Utilities Menu. 
 
For more information, definitions, and detail on the rest of the tools in the Utilities Menu (Com 
Port, General Options, Validate, CPR4 Loader, Version, Data Connection Information, and 
Automatic Actions), please view the Glossary at the end of this document. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

SECTION 3: 
ADDING AND EDITING MASTER GROUPS 
 
A Master Group is the highest level of organization for Locations in RTC Connect. Master 
Groups are made up of Groups (schools), which are made up of Locations (flashers). Using 
Master Groups is recommended, but optional in certain circumstances (see Section 2). 
 
Master Groups are best used to represent individual school districts, defined maintenance 
areas, or other unique distinctions based on location. Note: There is a 99 Group limit for each 
Master Group, so if you have more than 99 schools to manage, it is imperative to divide them 
into Master Groups that make sense to you. 
 
Unless you chose to disable Master Groups in Section 2, upon logging into RTC Connect, you 
should see Master Group 1 at the top of the Tree Navigation Panel on the Main Screen. 
 
RTC Connect contains 9 Master Groups that are available to use. As long as there is one 
Group in a Master Group, it will appear in the Tree Navigation Panel. “Empty” or Groupless 
Master Groups do not appear on the tree, for simplicity’s sake. 
 
In order for a new Master Group to appear, you have to first create a Group and assign it to 
the new Master Group. The process of adding a Group, and therefore having “new” Master 
Groups appear in the Tree Navigation Panel, is explained in Section 4. 
 
The 9 Master Groups are given default names “Master Group 1” through “Master Group 9”. If 
you would like to change a Master Group name, you can right click on an exising Master 
Group name in the Tree Navigation Panel. On the pop-up selection tool that appears, find and 
click “Edit Master Group.” A pop-up window will appear prompting you to type in the new 
Master Group name of your choosing. After typing in the name, press Save. You will return to 
the Main Screen, where you will see the updated Master Group name. 
 
Note: If you would like to narrow or expand the amount of Master Groups that appear on the 
Tree Navigation Panel and map, there is a drop-down selection tool titled “Master Group 
Selection” at the bottom of the RTC Connect Tool Bar on the left side of the Main Screen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

SECTION 4: 
ADDING AND EDITING GROUPS 
 
A Group is the primary level of Location organization in RTC Connect. Groups are used to 
organize one or more Locations that have the same Calendar Events and programming.  
 
RTC recommends adding and assigning a Group to represent each individual school. Since it 
is extremely likely that all flasher locations at a specific school will turn on/off at the same 
time and on the same days, the calendar and programming will be identical, thus qualifying as 
a Group. 
 
Note: It is possible to put multiple schools in a single Group, but keep in mind that all 
scheduling and programming must be identical for the Group dynamic to work properly. New 
programming schedules, programming changes, and override commands will affect all 
Locations within a Group, so if a user can imagine scenarios in which they would only want to 
affect a single school and not another, it is recommended that schools be represented by 
separate Groups. 
 
To add a Group, right click on a Master Group name (i.e. “Master Group 1”) that you see in the 
Tree Navigation Panel. A selection panel will appear. Find “Add Group” and click on it. 
 
A new pop-up window will appear, prompting you to select a Master Group that the new Group 
will belong to. Click on the Master Group you want to assign the Group to and then click the 
“Add Group” button. Note: Master Groups 1 through 9 are already created by RTC, but this is 
how you get a “new” Master Group to appear in the Tree Navigation Panel. 
 
After adding the Group to a Master Group, another pop-up window will appear where you can 
edit the Group details. In the “Group Name” field you will see something similar to “MG1 
GP1”. This stands for Master Group 01, Group 01. That is the default name for a new Group. 
Although it is OK to leave the Group name as the default, we recommend giving it a unique 
name that will be simple to identify, like a school name (i.e. DavisHS).  
 
In the same window, you will also see a drop-down selection panel that prompts you to assign 
a Group Number to the new Group. Group Numbers that are already created and assigned to 
a group will not be available to be selected and by default, the lowest available number will 
appear. You can select available numbers 1-99, but RTC recommends going with the 
default  Group number. 
 
After you have entered the Group Name and Group Number, press the “Finished” button. The 
windows will close and you will be returned to the Main Screen. If you press the plus (+) 
button next to the proper Master Group name in the Tree Navigation Panel, you should see 
the new group you created. Use the minus (-) at any point to minimize what you see in the 
Tree Navigation Panel. 
 
*** RTC recommends continuing this process to create al l  the Groups you wil l  
be using before adding and assigning Locations in Section 5. *** 
 
To edit a Group, right-click the Group name in the Tree Navigation Panel. A pop-up selection 
menu will apear. Find “Edit Group” and click. A new pop-up window will appear where you can 
edit the Group name and Group number. Click “Finished” to save. 



 

 

SECTION 5: 
ADDING AND EDITING LOCATIONS, GUARDIAN SET-UP 
 
A Location is a specific place where a time switch exists. Typically, a Location represents a 
school zone flasher. One or more Locations (flashers) make up a Group (school), as long as 
those Locations all follow the same calendar and flasher programming. 
 
To add a Location, right-click on the Group in the Tree Navigation Panel that you would like to 
assign it to. You may need to use the plus (+) button to expand the Master Groups and find 
the Group. 
 
After right-clicking on the Group, a pop-up selection menu will appear. Find “Add Location” 
and click. A new pop-up window will appear with the new Location Details. 
 
The first input box is for the Location Name. New Locations are given a default name that 
represents the Master Group, Group, and Location numbers (i.e. MG 1 GP1 LOC1). RTC 
recommends renaming locations with a unique name that wi l l  be easy to 
identify .  For example, “Main St NB” would be helpful for a user to know that this specific 
flasher location is the one at Davis HS on Main Street on the North Bound side of the road. 
Choose a Location name and type it into the text box. 
 
The next input is a dropdown selection to choose a Location Number. The lowest available 
Location Number will appear by default. You can choose any available number 1-99, but RTC 
strongly recommends using the default  number. 
 
The Clock Type text box doesn’t need to be changed in this scenario, so you can disregard it. 
 
The Setup Guardian button will only be enabled if Guardian boards have been purchased and 
enabled for your agency by RTC. Clicking the Setup Guardian button will open a new window. 
In this window, you can check which Guardian Monitoring alerts you would like to receive. The 
monitoring and alerts include: 
 

BATTERY REPORTING or AC POWER REPORTING [based on location type]  – 
(default ON) monitors and reports if the battery level in DC installations dips below 
the user-set Battery Threshold level. In AC installations, Guardian boards monitor 
and report interruptions or loss in AC power. 

FLASH 1 REPORTING – (default ON) monitors LED/lamp 1 terminals and sends an 
alert if an LED or lamp burns out or is vandalized 

FLASH 2 REPORTING – (default OFF) monitors LED/lamp 2 terminals and sends an 
alert if an LED or lamp burns out or is vandalized 

DOOR REPORTING – (default OFF) If a door switch has been purchased and 
installed correctly, this sends an alert when the cabinet door opens 

TIME SWITCH POWER REPORTING – (default ON) monitors the internal time 
switch voltage and issues an alert if the time switch loses power 

LOAD REPORTING – (default ON) monitors load terminals and issues an alert if the 
load voltage to the system is disconnected by the solar regulator; only applicable 
for DC installations 

CONF REPORTING – (default OFF) monitors confirmation LED/lamp terminals and 
sends an alert if an LED or lamp burns out or is vandalized 



 

 

BATTERY THRESHOLD – (default 9.1V) In DC installations, a user-set threshold that 
if Battery Reporting is turned ON, an alert is sent if the battery level falls below this 
voltage level threshold.  

 
After you have finished choosing which Guardian alerts you’d like to receive, press the 
“Finished” button. 
 
The Location Type, Asset Tag and Location Address input boxes are optional. Most users find 
the Location Type box useful for location-specific notes (i.e. “Median AC School Zone W/ 
Modem” or “Repeater Radio Station”) so that the information is handy for quick reference. 
Any note put in the Location Type text box will be available via drop-down menu if you’d like to 
use the same Location Type note for future/multiple Locations. Asset Tag ID numbers and the 
physical address of the location can be inputted in the appropriate boxes as well, for the 
user’s convenience, but are not required. 
 
Check the “Use M2M” check box under the Communications Options heading. 
 
At this point, you will need to choose which cell modem you will use with the Location you are 
adding. Select a modem and find the IMSI Number, located on the black RTC sticker on the 
top of the modem. Use the drop-down menu to find the correct IMSI number. RTC pairs the 
applicable IMSI numbers to each user’s account, so you will only see the IMSI numbers of 
M2M modems that your agency has. You can use the “Show All” or “Show Available” check 
boxes to narrow or broaden the IMSI numbers you see in the drop-down menu. We 
recommend using “Show Available” to avoid assigning the same IMSI number to multiple 
Locations. 
 
The “Use IP” and “Use Serial Port” check boxes are not used in M2M installations, but are 
explained in the Glossary. 
 
For now, you can disregard the latitude and longitude boxes under GIS information. The 
location coordinates will be found and inputted into the Time Switch in Section 12A/12B and 
these fields will be polulated when RTC Connect uses the cell modem to update.  
 
After you have completed the necessary fields, click “Finished”. 
 
** Repeat this process to create al l  of  the locations in your instal lat ion. ** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

SECTION 6: 
CALENDAR – OVERVIEW 
 
RTC Connect works with the AP22 Time Switch and CPR2102 to create programming 
schedules for school zone flashers. RTC uses a programming sequence that consists of Day 
Plans, the typical Week Plan, and Calendar Events (Annual Plans). 
 
Keep in mind that programming happens on the Group level. By definition, all Locations within 
a Group have the same programming.  
 
The order of the programming sequence is important. 
 
Day plans must be created first. You can create up to 10 Day Plans per Group, which are 
made up of Relay ON and Relay OFF commands, called Steps (Section 7). 
 
You will assign a Day Plan to each day of the week, making up the typical Week Plan. The 
Week Plan is automatically programmed to every week of the year (Section 8).  
 
Finally, you will create Calendar Events (Section 9) that are “exceptions” to the typical Week 
Plan (i.e. Labor Day, Spring Break, summer vacation). Calendar Events are simply a day or 
group of days that receive a different Day Plan that the one(s) assigned to them by the Week 
Plan. 
 
*** To begin, RTC strongly recommends executing the programming sequence 
from start  to f inish with one Group. *** 
 
After the first Group has received all of its Day Plans, Week Plan, and Calendar Events, you 
can either repeat the process one by one, or use some of the tips and shortcuts created by 
RTC to copy programming from one Group to one or more of the other Groups (Section 10). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

SECTION 7: 
CALENDAR – DAY PLANS 
 
The first step of the programming sequence is the creation of Day Plans. A Day Plan consists 
of all the Relay ON and Relay OFF flasher commands throughout a day, which RTC calls Steps. 
Think of the flashers turning on in the morning as one Step and the flashers turning off an 
hour later as a second Step. You’ll likely have another pair of Steps in the afternoon, and may 
have even more pairs throughout the day. You can have up to 16 Steps in a single Day Plan. 
 
To begin, access the Edit School Calendar window by clicking on the “Show Calendar” button 
on the RTC Connect Tool Bar on the left side of the Main Screen in RTC Connect. 
 
In the Edit School Calendar window, you will see a Group Selection Panel. Select the Group 
that you would like to create a Day Plan for by clicking on the Group name. You can use the 
Master Group Selection drop-down tool at the bottom left of the first column to filter which 
Groups are shown in the selection panel. 
 
Note: Remember, programming happens on the Group level and applies to all Locations 
within that Group. If there are certain Locations within the Group where certain programming 
doesn’t apply, it does not belong in the Group. RTC recommends only putting Locations with 
identical schedules and programming in the same Groups.  
 
After selecting the Group, you will see that Group name as the Active Group at the top of the 
second column in the Edit School Calendar window. Beneath this, you will see a color-coded 
list of Dayplans that can be created for this Group. 
 
The top two Day Plans, Holiday and Vacation, are reserved for days that have no programming 
Steps, meaning the flashers won’t turn on (or off). Later in the programming sequence, you 
will use these two Day Plans to schedule Calendar Events over holidays and breaks like Labor 
Day, Spring Break, and summer vacation. You can not add to or edit these Day Plans. 
 
The next Day Plan on the list – Normal – is used for the most common school day scheduling 
for this Group.  
 
The following seven Day Plans, all titled “Unassigned” by default, are for the less common 
flasher programming days (i.e. early dismissal, half days, and after school programming days) 
that the Locations in this Group will run from time to time.  
 
The bottom Day Plan, “Override”, is used for short-notice changes to schedules like snow 
days. Overrides are scheduled in a different window (See Glossary) and should be disregarded 
for now. 
 
Begin by adding the steps for the Normal Day Plan. Double-click “Normal” from the color-
coded Day Plan list. An Edit Dayplans and Steps window will apear. You’ll see that the Group 
you’ve selected previously is already highlighted and that “Normal” is selected in the 
“Available Dayplans” panel. You’ll also see a blank Edit Step panel. 
 
To create the first step in the “Normal” Day Plan, click on the “Add Step” button beneath the 
Edit Step Panel. 
 



 

 

An Edit Step Time window will appear. At the top of this window, you will see a Time Selection 
input. Click on the hours or minutes and type or use the arrows to input the time of your first 
Step. For example, if you want the school zone flashers in this Group to turn ON at 7:45a on 
normal school days, you would click on the hour, type in “07”, click on the minutes, type in 
“45” or press the “Up” arrow until the time selection reads “07:45 AM”.  
 
The next step is choosing if you want the flasher relay to turn ON or OFF. If different than the 
default choice, click the correct box for Relay ON/OFF. 
 
Click “Save” to complete the creation of the first Step. You will see the step appear in the 
“Edit Step” panel. 
 
Create your next step, which will likely be the turning OFF of the flashers, by repeating the 
process – confirming you have the correct Group selected, clicking “Add Step”, inputting the 
correct time, clicking the box for “Relay State OFF,” and clicking “Save”. 
 
Continue following this process to create all the Steps for the selected Group’s “Normal” Day 
Plan. If you ever need to edit or delete a Step, you can do so by clicking the Step in the “Edit 
Step” panel, and clicking the buttons “Edit Step” or “Delete Step.” 
 
After you’ve completed the “Normal” Day Plan, you can move on to the other Day Plans that 
will apply to this Group. Take a thorough look at your school calendar and identify all the days 
that have programming that differs from the “Normal” day. If you have a day that starts at the 
same time as the “Normal” Day Plan, but school ends an hour earlier, you will create a second 
Day Plan for that scheduling. If you have yet another school day that starts at the same time, 
but gets out at lunch, you will create a third Day Plan with that scheduling. 
 
To create a new Day Plan from within the Edit Dayplans window, click the “Add Dayplan” 
button beneath the “Available Dayplans” panel. A window will appear allowing you to give a 
name to the new Day Plan. Choose and type a name that is specific enough to identify (i.e. 
“2HR Early Dismissal” or “Pep Rally”) and click “Save”. 
 
Follow the process described above to add all of the steps that make up the new Day Plan(s). 
 
Continue creating Day Plans to represent all of the unique schedules that pertain to the Group 
you are programming. After all the Day Plans have been issued and you see them in the color-
coded panel, you are ready to enter the Typical Week Plan. 
 
Note: RTC recomends completing Section 7, 8, & 9 in a sequence for a single Group before 
repeating the process for other Groups. Completing the programming sequence for a single 
Group will allow for easier programming of the rest of the Groups in your installation. Tips and 
explanations for adding programming to the rest of your Groups are explained in Section 10. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

SECTION 8: 
CALENDAR – TYPICAL WEEK PLAN 
 
The Typical Week Plan is the day-by-day scheduling of Day Plans for your most common school 
week. You will assign a Day Plan (created in Section 7) to each day of the week. 
 
Reminder: Day Plans must be created for a Group before the Typical Week Plan can be 
scheduled. 
 
If you no longer have the “Edit School Calendar” window up, click the “Show Calendar” button 
on the left side of the Main Screen. 
 
Once the window has appeared, make sure you have the correct Group highlighted in the 
“Select A Group” panel to continue the sequence with the Day Plans you created in Section 7. 
 
Under the color-coded Day Plans panel is the Typical School Week scheduling tool. You will 
see each day of the week listed with a drop-down selection tool beside it. The drop-down 
selection tool contains each of the Day Plans you created for the selected Group. 
 
By default, Saturday and Sunday are assigned “None”, which means no flasher programming 
is assigned. Monday through Friday default to “Normal”, which is your most common Day Plan 
(created and customized in Section 7). 
 
As necessary, use the drop-down selection tool to change and assign a Day Plan to each Day 
of the Week, building out the most typical week you have.  
 
If an Early Dismissal or pep rally (or any other Day Plan scheduling) happen in the majority of 
school weeks throughout the year, assign it in the Typical Week Plan. If it only happens on 
occasion, those do not get added to the Typical Week Plan. 
 
As you change the Typical Week Plan (if necessary), you will notice the calendar on the right 
side of the window change colors. Each day on the calendar displays a color that matches the 
color-coding of the Day Plan in the available Dayplans panel. 
 
After you have assigned a Day Plan to each day of the week in the Typical Week Plan, you are 
ready to program the Calendar Events. 
 
Note: RTC recomends completing Section 7, 8, & 9 in a sequence for a single Group before 
repeating the process for other Groups. Completing the programming sequence for a single 
Group will allow for easier programming of the rest of the Groups in your installation. Tips and 
explanations for adding programming to the rest of your Groups are explained in Section 10. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

SECTION 9: 
CALENDAR – CALENDAR EVENTS (ANNUAL PLANS)  
 
Calendar Events (also known as Annual Plans) are Day Plans that get assigned to a specific 
day (or range of days) that break up the pattern of the Typical Week Plan. A great example of a 
Calendar Event is a holiday, Spring Break, or early-dismissal exam day. 
 
In each of these examples, the flasher programming needs to alter from the typical Week 
Plan, which you programmed in Secion 8. Perhaps instead of the “Normal” Day Plan on the 
Monday of Labor Day, you need to add the “Holiday” Day Plan because the flashers do not 
need to be in use. Or you might need to assign the “2HR Early Dismissal” Day Plan (created in 
Secion 7) to June 2nd and 3rd because of final exam days. 
 
RTC recommends scheduling your Annual (Exception) Plans for the entire year in advance, so 
you don’t forget to schedule them down the road. RTC recommends referencing a 
school calendar to make sure you cover al l  hol idays, breaks, and other 
irregular days. 
 
If you no longer have the “Edit School Calendar” window up, click the “Show Calendar” button 
on the left side of the Main Screen. Make sure the correct Group is selected in the “Select a 
Group” panel on the left side of the window. 
 
To schedule an Calendar Event for a single day, for instance the first holiday you see on your 
school calendar, find the correct date on the calendar on the right side of the window. Note: If 
you’d like to change the view or date range, you can use the “Select View” and “Select Date 
Range” drop-down tools above the calendar. 
 
Click on the date of the Calendar Event. A circle should appear around the date number, 
confirming the date selected. Then, right-click on the date again. A selection panel will appear 
that lists the Day Plans for the selected Group. Choose a Day Plan to assign to this day by 
clicking on the Day Plan name. Note: “Holiday” and “Vacation” are both stored Day Plans with 
no programming Steps. Assigning these to a day will result in no flasher activity. The other Day 
Plans contain whatever Steps you programmed them with in Section 7. 
 
Choosing and clicking the Day Plan completes the Calendar Event process. You will see the 
color square of the date you affected change to the color assigned to the specific Day Plan. 
 
Scheduling Calendar Events for multiple days at a time is useful for longer breaks like Spring 
Break or summer vacation.  
 
To affect several consecutive days, click on the day you would like the Calendar Event to 
begin. Then, hold down the SHIFT key and click on the day you would like the Calendar Event 
to end. You will see that all of the dates in the range you selected will be circled. You can then 
follow the process above of right-clicking on one of the selected/circled dates to view the Day 
Plans. Click the Day Plan you wish to assign to the range of days.  
 
You can also select multiple days that may or may not be consecutive and assign a Calendar 
Event to them. Do so by individually clicking on dates with the CTRL key held down. Once all of 
the days you wish to assign have been selected, you should see circles around all of the 
dates. Right-click one of the selected/circled dates to view the Day Plans, and click one to 
assign the Day Plan to all of the selected days. 



 

 

After the selected Group has received all of its Day Plans, Week Plan, and Calendar Events, 
you have completed the programming sequence. At this point, you can choose to repeat the 
process one by one for the rest of the groups in your installation or use some of the tips and 
shortcuts created by RTC to copy programming from one Group to one or more of the other 
Groups (see Section 10). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

SECTION 10: 
CALENDAR – PROGRAMMING TIPS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
After creating the Day Plans, Typical Week Plan, and Calendar Events for a single Group, you’ll 
need to create the programming for the rest of the Groups in your installation. 
 
Since it can be a time consuming task, RTC has developed a few tips and shortcuts to help 
complete this process. 
 
I. The first tip and recommendation is utilizing the Computer Programming Copy & Paste 
options, which consist of: 
 

COPY ALL PROGRAMMING: this option copies all Day Plans and all Calendar 
Events from a selected Group and enables you to paste the data to another Group 
or multiple Groups. Note: The paste action will write over all existing programming. 

 
COPY CALENDAR EVENTS: this option copies all of the Calendar Events from the 

selected Group and enables you to paste them to another Group or Multiple 
Groups. Remember, Calendar Events have Day Plans assigned to them. When 
copying and pasting Calendar Events only,  the Calendar Events wi l l  
reference the Day Plan number that i t  has associated with i t . The 
Calendar Events will use whatever steps are in the associated Day Plans in 
Groups you are pasting them into, and not reference the steps of the Day Plans 
that you are copying them from. So if a Calendar Event is tied to a Day Plan 3 and 
the Group you are pasting to does not have a Day Plan 3, there will be no flasher 
activity during that day(s). If that’s not what you want, you’ll need to add/edit the 
Day Plan to program the desired flasher activity. Note: The paste action will write 
over all existing Calendar Event programming. 

 
COPY DAY PLANS: this option copies all of the Day Plans from the selected Group 

and enables you to paste all of the programming to another Group or multiple 
Groups. Note: The paste action will write over all existing Day Plan programming. 

 
These options are located in the Tree Navigation Panel on the Main Screen of RTC Connect. 
Use the plus (+) icons to expand down to the Group that you want to copy programming from. 
Clicking the plus (+) sign next to the Group Name will reveal a sub-level of navigation titled 
“Computer Programming.” Right-click on the words “Computer Programming.” On the pop-up 
selection menu, find and click the copy option that you want. To paste, right-click on any 
Group name. Find “Programming” on the pop-up selection menu and take your mouse over to 
the sub-menu. Clicking “Paste Programming” will result in a “Paste Calendar Information” pop-
up window. In this window, click on the Groups you want to paste the copied programming to. 
You can use the “Master Group Selection” drop-down selection tool to broaden or narrow the 
Groups you can choose from. Clicking on a Group Name will select the Group and clicking 
again will deselect it. You can copy the programming to as many Groups as you’d like. Once 
you’ve selected the Group(s), click the “Paste Programming” button on the left side of the 
window. A confirmation pop-up window will appear and you can click “OK.” Clicking “Finished” 
will close the “Paste Calendar Information” window. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

A few recommendations when utilizing the Computer Programming Copy & Paste options: 
 

1. If you have any Groups (schools) that operate exactly the same as the initial Group you 
programmed, both in terms of daily programming times and Calendar Events, go 
ahead and copy and paste all programming from the initial Group to the other 
identical Groups. 

2. Second, we’ve found that many users will copy and paste the Calendar Events from 
the initial Group to all of the Groups, using the directions above. Since most users 
manage Groups within the same school district, Calendar Events like Spring Break, 
holidays, and summer vacation all occur on the same day(s), regardless if it’s an 
elementary school or high school. Even though the Calendar Events are associated 
with Day Plans, which might not have been created yet and may vary based on school 
type, this will still help the process go quicker, when applicable. 

3. If you have standard programming times that many Groups follow, but differ from 
those in the initial Group (i.e. elementary school times vs. high school times), create 
the new Day Plans in a single Group, then use the copy and paste Day Plans feature to 
program the rest of the Groups. Remember, if you’ve already copied Calendar Events 
over to the Groups, you’ll need to match the Day Plan programming with the Day Plan 
numbers associated with the Calendar Events. 

4. Keep in mind it is possible to copy and paste, then edit. So if you prefer, you can copy 
and paste Day Plans or All Data and then go in and edit Steps, Calendar Events, or 
anything else you might want to. The copy and paste features are there to make the 
process more efficient. 

 
II. Another tip and recommendation is the ability to copy, paste, and edit Steps within and 
between Day Plans. 
 
Open the calendar and select the Group that you’ve completed the programming sequence 
with. Then, double click on one of your stored Day Plans (i.e. Normal). Beneath the Edit Step 
panel, there is a button that reads “Copy Steps.” Clicking this button will copy whatever 
information is in the Edit Step panel. You can also click on one or more Steps to just copy the 
selected Steps. Then, choose another Day Plan. It can be within the same Group or a different 
one. Beneath the Edit Step panel of the new Group, you will see a “Paste Steps” button that 
you can click to paste whatever you have copied.  
 
You can still go in and edit steps that you’ve pasted. To do so, click on a step from the “Edit 
Step” panel. Once the step that you want to edit has been selected and highlighted, an “Edit 
Step” button will become active beneath the panel. Clicking on this button will open a window 
that will allow you to make the necessary changes. The edits you make will only affect the 
Steps of the selected Day Plan.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

SECTION 11: 
CONNECTING THE GUARDIAN BOARD, TIME SWITCH, & M2M 
 
Note: Complete Guardian Installation Guides for all Guardian Products (AC, DC, and 
Carmanah) can be viewed and downloaded from our website – RTC-Traffic.com. 
 
Please refer to the Guardian Install Guides within this PDF document that specifically describe 
the process of connecting the Guardian, Time Switch, and M2M to your flasher components. 
 
RTC recommends that when connecting your flasher components, assign Flasher 1 to the 
higher flasher and Flasher 2 to the lower flasher. This will assist you (after receiving a 
Guardian alert) in knowing which flasher to troubleshoot and what kind of vehicle/equipment 
you might need.  
 
Return to this document and Section 12 after installation is complete. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

SECTION 12A: 
AP22 & M2M SET-UP 
 
Note: this section explains the set-up for an AP22 & M2M installation. If you are using a 
CPR2102 Time Switch, please skip ahead to 12B. 
 
** IMPORTANT ** Before going into the f ield,  i t  is  imperative that:  
 

1.  You have the abi l i ty  to reference the Master Group, Group, and Location 
Numbers (known as the Time Switch Address) you assigned to each 
Location in RTC Connect.  You wil l  need to reference these numbers and 
input them into the AP22 at the instal lat ion location. 
 

2.  You have knowledge of which M2M modem you paired with each 
Location (based on IMSI number).  You wil l  need to instal l  the correct 
modem with the correct Time Switch at the correct Location. 

 
At the installation location, make sure the AP22 and modem have been installed and are 
receiving power. If necessary, slide the modem off the bracket so the AP22 keyboard is 
accessible. 
 
Use the AP22 Keyboard to issue the following commands:  
 

1.  Time Switch Address -  Press 22 * (enter)  
 
Use the keypad enter the correct Master Group, Group and Location numbers for this 
location by keying in the numbers and pressing * (enter) to advance the curser to the 
next spot. Use the zero before single digit numbers (ex. MG2, G3, L1 would be 
inputted as 02* 03* 01*). The final * (enter) will take you back to the home screen. 
 

2.  Latitude and Longitude -  Press 41 * (enter)  
 
On this screen, input the latitude and longitude by pressing a number, followed by the 
* (enter) key to move to the next digit on the screen. Use a smartphone or another 
device to determine the exact GPS coordinates of the installation location in digital 
format (DD.DDDDD). On most smartphones, you can open a maps application, then 
press and hold on the screen in your current location (often marked by a dot or arrow 
icon). If you can only find the latitude and longitude in Degrees, Minutes, Seconds 
format, there are several free websites or phone applications that can convert it into 
digital. The longitude will likely need to begin with a leading zero, since most 
longitudes will be 2-digit whole numbers followed by the decimals. Ignore the negative 
sign for longitude. After inputting the last number on the longitude line, pressing * 
(enter) will take you back to the home screen. 
 

3.  Communication Verif ication -  Press 39 * (enter)  
 
Make sure that the LS light on the cell modem is blinking. It may take a few minutes 
after powering on. After the LS light starts blinking, the 39 Command screen will scroll 
the IMSI and IMEI numbers of the modem. Then the screen will scroll to the CREG 
status. It should read “Registered OK” or “Roaming”. Press # (exit) to return to the 
home screen. 



 

 

 
 

4.  Signal Strength -  Press 38 * (enter)  
 
The screen will display the signal strength of the modem. This number is in dB and 
ranges from -101 to -40, with - 40 being stronger than -101. Ideally, It should read -95 
or better (closer to -40). If it doesn’t, an external antenna may be required. Press # 
(exit) to return to the home screen. 
 

5.  Manual On – Press 1* (enter)  1 * (enter)  
 
This will turn the relay on and the lamps should flash. 
 

6.  Digital  Adjust -  Press DA ** (enter enter)  
 
The screen will revert back to the home screen, then scroll through a “3G Connection 
Active” screen, a “Transmitting” screen, back to the home screen, and then to a “SMS 
Tx/ RX Commo In Progress” screen, before returning to the home screen. This 
command is manually connecting to the server to reprogram the AP22 with the most 
current flasher schedule. 
 

7.  Manual Off  – Press 1* (enter)  1 * (enter)  
 
This will turn the relay off and the lamps should stop flashing. 
 

Return the modem to the mount on the front of the time switch. AP22 & M2M installation is 
complete and the hardware is programmed with the latest code.  
 
For future use, the AP22 Programming Manual can be viewed and downloaded from our 
website – RTC-Traffic.com. 
 
Videos explaining this process and many more AP22 processes can be found on our website 
as well. 
 
After Section 12 is completed for all locations, you are finished with the field side installation. 
The remaining sections work back in RTC Connect. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

SECTION 12B: 
CPR2012 & M2M SET-UP 
 
Note: this section explains the set-up for a CPR2102 & M2M installation. If you are using a 
AP22 Time Switch, please view step to 12A. 
 
** IMPORTANT ** Before going into the f ield,  i t  is  imperative that:  
 

1.  You have the abi l i ty  to reference the Master Group, Group, and Location 
Numbers (known as the Time Switch Address) you assigned to each 
Location in RTC Connect.  You wil l  need to reference these numbers and 
input them into the CPR2012 at the instal lat ion location. 
 

2.  You have knowledge of which M2M modem you paired with each 
Location (based on IMSI number).  You wil l  need to instal l  the correct 
modem with the correct Time Switch at the correct Location. 

 
At the installation location, make sure the CPR2102 and modem have been installed and are 
receiving power. If necessary, slide the modem off the bracket so you can remove the cover 
off the CPR2102. 
 

1.  Time Switch Address 
 

Remove the cover of the CPR2102 by unscrewing the thumb screws on the top and 
bottom of the lid.  
 

Locate the dial in the middle of the circuit board that has the label “MASTER GROUP.” 
You will use this dial to manually enter the Master Group number for this Location. 
The dial is labeled 0-9, followed by A-F. On the CPR2102, Master Group Dial Number = 
[Master Group Number – 1]. So if this Location is in Master Group 6, set the dial to 5. 
If it is in master Group 1, set the dial to 0. Use your finger or a pen to safely set the 
arrow on the dial to the number representing the Master Group Number, using the 
formula above. 
 

Next, locate the black dip switch on the top third of the circuit board that has the label 
“GROUP ADDRESS.” Use your finger or a pen to safely set the small white tabs on the 
8-position dip switch to manually enter the Group number of this Location. Notice 
there are 4 tabs (numbered 1,2,4,8) for the 10s digit (labeled 10x on the circuit 
board) and 4 tabs (numbered 1,2,4,8) for the 1s digit (labeled 1x on the circuit board). 
For both the 10s digit and the 1s digit, use a combination of the 1, 2, 4, and 8 tabs to 
set the correct Group number. The tabs pressed down act like an addition problem to 
create the “sum”, which is the digit number. For example, if you are programming 
Group 73, you would lower the 4 and 3 tabs on the 10x side (4+3 = 7) and lower the 2 
and 1 tabs on the 1x side (2+1=3). If you are programming Group 19, you would just 
lower the 1 tab on the 10x side and the 8 and 1 tabs on the 1x side (8+1 = 9). 
 

** There is a CPR2102 dip switch document attachment with photos 
and detai ls on this process. You can also f ind this document on our 
website,  RTC-Traff ic.com. 
 

Finally, locate the black dip switch next to the Group Address dip switch with the label 
“LOCATION ADDRESS.” You will use this dip switch to manually enter the Location 
number assigned to this Location. The dip switch works the same as the one for the 
Group Address. Use your finger or a pen to safely set the tabs in the correct positions 
to enter the Location number. 



 

 

 

After the Master Group, Group, and Location numbers have been manually inputted 
onto the CPR2102 circuit board, you can replace the lid and tighten using the 
provided thumbs screws. 
 

2.  Latitude and Longitude 
 

If you purchased an RTC GPS box along with your CPR2102, you can use it to 
automatically find and input the location coordinates into the Time Switch to be used 
in RTC Connect. Attach the GPS box to the Time Switch using the DB9 connector on 
the GPS box. The box will receive power through the CPR2102 and you will see a red 
power light on the side of the box. After the GPS box has received the coordinates, you 
should see a blue light on the side of the box beside the power light. After the blue 
light appears, wait about 20 seconds. The GPS box will input the exact latitude and 
longitude into the Time Switch, which will be helpful when adding location icons in RTC 
Connect. 
 

If you do not have an RTC GPS box, you can disregard this step. You will have to 
manually input the latitude and longitude into RTC Connect in Section 13. 
 

3.  Modem Status 
 

If you removed the modem in Step 2, reconnect the modem to the CPR2102 using the 
DB9 connector. Make sure that the LS light on the cell modem is blinking. It may take 
a few minutes after powering on.  

 
4.  Manual On/Off 

 

On the lid of the CPR2102, locate the hole labeled “Manual Control.” Using a pen or a 
paper clip, safely press the button located on the circuit board through the hole. Your 
flasher should turn on and you should see the light in the hole labeled “Relay On/Off” 
turn on. If the light on the circuit board turns on, but the flashers do not, you likely 
have a wiring issue. Safely press the “Manual Control” button again to turn the relay 
back off. 
 

5 .  Digital  Adjust 
 

First, press the “Manual Control” button (as described above) to set the flasher relay 
in the opposite position of what it currently should be. Then, press and hold the 
“Manual Control” button for 10 seconds. This manually connects to the server to 
reprogram the CPR2102 with the most current flasher programming. At the end of the 
process, the flasher relay will switch states again automatically, so press the “Manual 
Control” button again (if necessary) to make sure the flasher is in the correct state 
before leaving. 

 
Return the modem to the mount on the front of the time switch. CPR2102 & M2M installation 
is complete.  
 
For future use, CPR2102 literature can be viewed and downloaded from our website – RTC-
Traffic.com. 
 
After Section 12 is completed for all locations, you are finished with the field side installation. 
The remaining sections work back in RTC Connect. 
 
 



 

 

SECTION 13: 
ADDING LOCATION ICONS TO THE RTC CONNECT MAP 
 
Reopen RTC Connect. In the Tree Navigation Panel, expand nagivation by clicking the plus (+) 
buttons to view the first Location in your first Master Group and first Group. Right-click on the 
Location name. 
 
I f  you programmed the Lat/Long into the Time Switch in Section 12A/12B: 
 
In the pop-up selection panel, find “Diagnostics.” Roll your cursor over to the sub-navigation to 
find and click “GPS Auto Locate.” A new window will pop up with a “Lat / Lon in Database” 
and a “Lat / Lon in Time Switch” section. You will see the coordinates that you’ve entered in 
the “in Time Switch” section. Click the “Save Time Switch Lat/Lon to Database” button. This 
will save the coordinates into the database and create a location icon on the RTC Connect 
map. You can make minor changes to the location of the icon by clicking and dragging the 
icon on the map. 
 
I f  you didn’t  program the Lat/Long into the Time Switch in Section 12A/12B: 
 
In the pop-up selection panel, click “Place Location on Map.” In the new pop-up window, there 
is a tool panel on the left hand side and a map on the right. A location icon will be centered on 
the map in a default location. 
 
There are a few options to nail down the location for the icon: 
 

SEARCH AND FIND: On the left panel, there is a box labeled “Center map by 
Address.” You can use this box to enter a physical address, school name (with city and 
state), and sometimes even other key words to approximate a location. Type in an 
address or name in the box and click the “Center” button. The map within this window 
will move to the searched location and you should see a location icon centered on the 
map. From here, you can click and drag the location icon to exactly where you want it 
on the map. Click “Save” once it is in the proper location. 
 
ENTER LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE: On the left panel of the pop-up window, there 
are boxes labeled “Center Map by Lat Lon.” If you can find the exact latitude and 
longitude of the Location in digital/decimal format using a computer or smart phone, 
you can enter the numbers in the appropriate boxes. Click the “Center” button to 
move the location icon to the coordinates. From here, you can click and drag the 
location icon to exactly where you want it on the map, if needed. Click “Save” once it is 
in the proper location. 
 
CLICK AND DRAG: As you add multiple Locations within a common Group to the 
map, the default location of the icon will center based on the other Locations. If the 
default location is already close enough to where it needs to be, you can click and 
drag the location icon to exactly where you want it on the map. Click “Save” once it is 
in the proper location. 
 

Repeat this process for every Location in your installation. As you go along, you should see 
each colored location icon populate on the map on the Main Screen in RTC Connect. 
 
You can edit the icon location the same way you placed it originally, by right clicking on the 
Location name in the Tree Navigation Panel and clicking “Place Location on Map.” 



 

 

SECTION 14: 
INITIAL TROUBLESHOOTING IN RTC CONNECT 
 
Once you have created, installed, and added all of your Locations to the Map in RTC Connect, 
you should see your complete system in the Tree Navigation Panel and icons for every 
Location on the map. 
 
The location icons might be several different colors, each representing a different flasher 
status with potential troubleshooting methods. You will also see colored dots next to Master 
Groups, Groups, and Locations within the Tree Navigation Panel. These colors represent 
different flasher statuses and most have troubleshooting possibilities. 
 
GREEN – at the time of the most recent read, the programming data in the Time Switch 
matched the programming data in RTC Connect. No troubleshooting is required. 
 
RED – at the time of the most recent read, the programming data in the Time Switch did not 
match the programming data in RTC Connect. To troubleshoot, issue a Read Time Switch 
command. You can do so by r ight-c l icking on the Location Name in the Tree 
Navigation Panel or the location icon on the map and then f inding and cl icking 
on “Read Time Switch”.  After the command has been executed, the location icon will 
likely turn to Green (confirming that the issue has been resolved) or Black (representing a 
communication issue). If it remains red, there is likely a hardware issue that needs to be 
resolved with RTC. 
 
BLACK – a communication issue, likely poor signal or loss of modem power/connection. To 
troubleshoot, issue a Read Time Switch command (process in bold, above). If the location icon 
turns Green, the issue has been resolved. If it remains Black, a trip to the field to troubleshoot 
the modem is likely required. 
 
PURPLE – the Location missed its automatic check-in with the database. To troubleshoot, 
issue a Read Time Switch command (process in bold, above). After the command has been 
executed, the location icon will likely turn to Green (confirming that the issue has been 
resolved), Black (representing a communication issue and likely requiring a troubleshooting 
trip to the field), or red (likely a hardware issue that RTC will help resolve). 
 
YELLOW – a yellow location icon means that the current programming in RTC suggests the 
relay at the Location should be On. It does not confirm that the flashers are on, only that the 
current programming shows that it should be on. 
 
BLUE/GUARDIAN – the blue icon with the yellow dot inside means the Location has a 
current Guardian Alert. When an agency has active Guardian Alerts, a button will appear over 
the map on the Main Screen where you can view the Guardian Alerts for each Location. You 
can also view what time the alert was triggered and which type of Guardian alert(s) is active. 
Troubleshooting varies based on alerty type, but will almost certainly require a trip to the field. 
 
GRAY/WHITE SNOWFLAKE – the gray and white snowflake location icon will not be seen 
in initial set-up, but represents a location that has an Override scheduled. No troubleshooting 
is required. 
 
Note: The Utilities Menu (accessed via the “Utilities” button on the RTC Connect Tool Bar) is a 
great resource for future troubleshooting after initial set-up and installation. RTC support also 
has several advanced techniques to help with troubleshooting. 
 



 

 

** Other methods of troubleshooting and functions can be found within 
dropdown menus. Access these menus by r ight-c l icking on either a Group 
name or a Location name in the Tree Navigation Panel.  These functions include: 
 
GROUP MANUAL ON & OFF – sends a command that manually turns all Locations within 
the selected Group ON or OFF.  
 
PROGRAM (ALL) GROUP(S) – in M2M installations, manually sends a read/write 
command to the selected Group or all Groups. This updates the Group(s) with the latest 
programming code for that Group. In non-M2M installations, this manually sends the write 
command only. 
 
READ (ALL) GROUP(S) – in M2M installations, manually sends a read/write command to 
the selected Group or all Groups. This updates the Group(s) with the latest programming code 
for that Group. In non-M2M installations, this manually sends the read command only. 
 
SHOW VALIDATE – opens the Validate screen within the Utilities menu 
 
SHOW M2M TRAFFIC – shows when a text message has been sent or received between 
the server and cell modem 
 
SHOW 3G DATA CONNECTIONS – shows the times a 3G connection has been made 
between the server and cell modem 
 
SHOW GUARDIAN DATA – displays the Guardian data and graphs (for solar voltage, 
battery levels, etc.) on a day-by-day basis. Users can select which Group/Location they want to 
view as well as the date range 
 
SHOW GUARDIAN ALERTS – for each Guardian-enabled Location, displays the specific 
Guardian Alert type, Alert start time, and Alert resolution time 
 
DISABLE MAP – disables/hides the map feature on the RTC Connect Main Screen 
 
SHOW MASTER GROUP / GROUP / ALL LOCATIONS ON MAP – allows the user to 
choose which Locations (based on selection in the Tree Navigation Panel) are visible on the 
map on the Main Screen. 
 
MAP LEGEND – displays the definitions of different icons on the map 
 
RELOAD SERVER DATA – serves as a manual “refresh” of the RTC Connect screen 
 
MODEM DIAGNOSTIC – used primarily by RTC backoffice, allows for the troubleshooting of 
a modem connected directly to the computer 
 
PROGRAM TIME SWITCH – in M2M installations, manually sends a read/write command 
to the selected Location. This updates the Location with the latest programming code. In non-
M2M installations, this manually sends the write command only. 
 
READ TIME SWITCH -  in M2M installations, manually sends a read/write command to the 
selected Location. This updates theLocation with the latest programming code for that Group. 
In non-M2M installations, this manually sends the read command only. 



 

 

GLOSSARY 
 
RTC Connect™ - RTC Connect™ the premeir central software platform for programming and 
maintaining school zone flasher systems. It is customizable, easy to configure, and the best 
way to get a snapshot of the school zone flashers in your area. RTC Connect™ is the 
“command center” for the scheduling, monitoring, and troubleshooting of your system. 
 
Guardian Monitoring – The Guardian Series product line monitors and alerts users of 
current and potential problems with batteries (including battery theft), solar panels, time 
switches, and power supplies located in school zone flasher systems or any other electronic 
device. Alerts are sent via text or e-mail to an unlimited number of recipients and can be set 
to send around-the-clock or only during user-defined business hours. The Guardian works as 
the “watch dog” of your cabinet, keeping an eye on things when you aren’t around. 
 
AP22 Time Switch – The AP22 from RTC has been the industry standard for school zone 
time switches for over 30 years. The low maintenance, user-friendly time switch stores and 
runs the programming for school zone flasher systems and works seamlessly with RTC 
Connect. Think of it as the “brain” of the system. 
 
M2M Cellular Communication – RTC’s M2M is a compact cell modem that enables 
quick, reliable, two-way communication between your school zone flasher cabinet and RTC 
Connect. The simple, plug-and-play equipment eliminates the need for additional 
infrastructure, enables programming changes to be made remotely, and ensures Guardian 
alerts are received as quickly as possible. A cabinet equipped with an M2M modem gives you 
“boots on the ground”, allowing you to make changes to your AP22 time switch and notice 
potential problems in your cabinet without ever leaving the office. 
 
CPR2102 Time Switch – RTC’s CPR2102 Time Switch is a pager or M2M programmable 
time switch that an run and store programming for school zone flasher systems and works 
with RTC Connect. 
 
UTILITIES – The Utilities button within RTC Connect™ can be found on the left panel, under 
the RTC Connect™ logo. Clicking on the button opens a window that allows you to disable the 
use of Master Groups, set up a com port, change the data communication options, enable 
map animation, sort the navigation tree alphabetically, show the satellite view of the map, run 
tests on errors using the “Validate” button, check the software version, run CPR4 loader, 
test/view/edit connection information, edit users and agency names, print reports, and other 
tasks within the software. 
 
MASTER GROUPS – A Master Group is the highest level of organization for locations within 
RTC Connect™. Master Groups are required if you are managing more than 99 locations. 
Master Groups are best used to represent different maintenance areas, school districts, or 
other distinct clusters of groups, but can be used for other purposes of the customer’s 
choosing. 
 
GROUPS - A group is the primary level of location organization in RTC Connect. Groups are 
used to organize two or more locations that have the same calendar and programming.  
 
LOCATIONS - A Location is a specific place where a time switch exists. Typically, a Location 
represents a school zone flasher. One or more Locations (flashers) make up a Group (school), 
as long as those Locations all follow the same calendar and flasher programming. 



 

 

 
USE CSV M2M DISABLED – An option within the Utilities Menu, this option box is checked 
in non-M2M installations, where the customer is collecting data and uploading it to RTC 
Connect using a CSV file. This is commonly done with radio systems and other direct connect 
installations. 
 
USE RTC SQL DATABASE – An option within the Utilities Menu, this option box is checked 
on default and used in M2M installations, where RTC Connect and the M2M use RTC’s SQL 
database for data communication. All programming data is stored on RTC’s SQL database, 
which is maintained and backed up daily by RTC. 
 
COM PORT FOR CPR4 LOADER & RADIO – An option within the Utilities Menu, this drop 
down menu allows a user to select a com port to be used for direct connection between the 
computer and time switch. The menu is set to “Disabled” by default and only shows com ports 
that were detected at the time RTC Connect was launched. If you have plugged in a com port 
after launching RTC Connect, you will need to restart the program to see it as an option in the 
drop down menu. 
 
ENABLE MAP ANIMATION – An option within the Utilities Menu, this option box is checked 
by default and enables the “flashing” of different colored map icons that represent current 
location statuses and the “hopping” of selected locations. Having map animation enabled 
allows for users to see all of the statuses that pertain to each location. Disabling map 
animation leaves the location icons in a static state with only some of the location statuses 
visible (yellow and override icons will not appear on the map). RTC recommends leaving the 
option box checked. 
 
SORT ALPHABETICAL - An option within the Utilities Menu, this option box is unchecked by 
default. Checking this box sorts the Navigation Tree in RTC Connect alphabetically by the 
Master Group, Group, and Location Name the user assigns. 
 
SHOW SATELLITE – An option within the Utilities Menu, this option box is unchecked by 
default. Checking this box changes the map from “Normal Map” view to the “Satellite” view. 
 
QUICK START GUIDE – An RTC Connect Quick Start Guide can be referenced by clicking the 
button within the Utilities Menu. 
 
VALIDATE – The validate function can be found within the Utilities Menu and is used to view, 
test, and troubleshoot locations that are currently showing errors in RTC Connect. Within the 
Validate window, you will see the groups that have location errors in the left window. You can 
sort by Master Group by using the drop-down menu in the bottom left corner. The window on 
the right side is the Selection Window, where locations can be seen and different actions can 
be applied to. Other button actions include: 
  

CLEAR ALL – clears all locations that have been added to the selection window 
ADD ALL – adds all locations in the groups from the left window to the selection 

window, whether they have errors or not 
ADD – adds only the locations in selected group(s) from the left window to the 

selection window 
ADD ERRORS – adds all locations that have errors in the groups from the left 

window to the selection window 



 

 

ADD RED – adds locations to the selection window that have programming errors 
and are marked red in RTC Connect 

ADD BLACK – adds locations to the selection window that have communication 
errors and are marked black in RTC Connect 

CLEAR – clears selected locations from the selection window 
ADD MISSED TODAY – adds locations to the selection window that missed their 

daily check-in and are marked purple in RTC Connect 
ADD MISSED TODAY GREEN ONLY – adds locations to the selection window that 

missed their daily check-in, but haven’t been read yet and are still marked green 
in RTC Connect 

START VALIDATE – issues one of two commands (explained below) and is used to 
troubleshoot errors and validate that they still exist 

DOWNLOAD LOCATIONS – users can check this box and press “Start Validate” to 
issue a write command to the locations in the selection window 

READ LOCATIONS – users can check this box and press “Start Validate” to issue a 
read command to the locations in the selection window 

 
CPR4 LOADER – Located within the Utilities Menu, CPR4 Loader enables a user to manually 
connect a computer to a Time Switch. In order for this action button to be used, a com port 
must be selected in the Utilities Menu window. Through this you can transfer programming 
information and issue commands. This is typically only used in older installations and does 
not need to be used if a user has M2M.  
 
VERSION – clicking this button within the Utilities Menu allows the user to view the current 
version of RTC Connect that is runing. The lastest version of RTC Connect can always be found 
by visiting our website, RTC-Traffic.com. 
 
TREE NAVIGATION PANEL – On the main screen of RTC Connect, the left panel allows you 
to view Master Groups, Groups, and Locations and associated information in a “tree”-style 
heirarchy. Users can use the plus (+) and minus (-) signs to expand or minimize the tree to see 
as little or as much informations as they desire. 
 
MASTER GROUP SELECTION – A drop-down selection tool at the bottom of the left panel 
of the Main Screen that allows the user to select one or all Master Groups to appear in the 
Tree Navigation Panel and map. 
 
DATA CONNECTION INFORMATION: 

TEST DATA CONNECTION – checks to see if RTC Connect can connect to the RTC 
SQL database 

TEST M2M CONNECTION – checks to see if SMS messages can be received by 
the RTC SQL database 

ARCHIVE – allows you to manually create an archive of stored RTC Connect files on 
the current computer and allows you to restore past archives 

CONVERT VERSION 9 CSV FILES –users that have version 9 code can take past 
source files and convert them into the new code 

 
EDIT USERS – A button within the Utilities Menu in RTC Connect where you can add and 
edit users who wish to receive Guardian Alert Notifications, which method of notification, and 
time of notification. Click “Add New User” button and edit the information - names, e-mail 
address and/or phone number, time of day, and whether or not to include weekend 
notifications 



 

 

 
SET-UP AUTOMATIC ACTIONS – Not used in M2M installations, automatic actions allows 
you to set up one time per week where RTC Connect sends out Read Location commands to 
the entire installation. In M2M installations, this is done every day, by default. 
 
DAY PLAN – A Day Plan consists of all the Relay ON and Relay OFF flasher commands 
throughout a day, which RTC calls Steps. Think of the flashers turning on in the morning as 
one Step and the flashers turning off an hour later as a second Step. You’ll likely have another 
pair of Steps in the afternoon, and may have even more pairs throughout the day. You can 
have up to 16 Steps in a single Day Plan. 
 
TYPICAL WEEK PLAN – The Typical Week Plan is the day-by-day scheduling of Day Plans 
for your most common school week. You will assign a Day Plan (created in Section 7) to each 
day of the week. 
 
CALENDAR EVENT (ANNUAL PLAN) -  Calendar Events (also known as Annual Plans) are 
Day Plans that get assigned to a specific day (or range of days) that break up the pattern of 
the Typical Week Plan. A great example of a Calendar Event is a holiday, Spring Break, or 
early-dismissal exam day. 
 
OVERRIDE – An override is a Day Plan that can be scheduled as a result of short-notice 
changes to schedules like snow days. Overrides are scheduled by clickin the “Delay / 
Overrides” button on the RTC Connect Tool Bar. Select a Group or multiple Groups from the 
“Select Groups” panel. Use the check boxes to either Cancel Programming for the entire day 
or delay programming by the desired amount of hours and minutes. Choose to schedule the 
override for today, tomorrow, or both (by checking the respective boxes). Once the proper 
information has been entered, click the “Send Delays and Overrides” button. You can cancel 
scheduled Overrides by Selecting the Groups and clicking the “Cancel Delays and Overrides” 
button. Press “Finished” when you are through. You should see on the map on the Main 
Screen, gray and white snowflake location icons. 
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Introduction


To install any Guardian Series product, you will need:
 — All items shipped with your Guardian Series product including circuit board,  
    bracket (Guard1 and Guard2), two connection harnesses, and door switch
 — Phillips-head screw driver and drill
 — Two 8/32" x ½" screws (only if you purchased new AP22)
 — Appropriately-sized cabinet that will fit the Guardian Series board and bracket


Please Note: The following Installation Guide is for all three Guardian Series Products (Guard, 
Guard1, and Guard2). These specific product names will be mentioned in a few circumstances where 
steps apply exclusively to a certain model. Please take the time to locate which Guardian Series 
Product you are installing (printed on the circuit board). Unless mentioned specifically by name, the 
following steps apply to all Guardian Series Products.


Step 1 – Disconnect Power and Remove Components


To prevent harm to product and self, safely disconnect batteries and power to the system. Remove 
other existing components and disconnect all wiring from components to existing flasher control 
boards.
 Guard: disconnect and remove existing flasher control board
 Guard1: disconnect and remove all components except your existing solar regulator
 Guard2: disconnect and remove all components


We recommend taping and labeling all component wiring as you disconnect it to make reconnecting 
(Step 7) easier.


Step 2 – Remove and/or Rearrange existing AP22/M2M Installations


Please Note: All Guardian Series products are designed to work alongside RTC AP22 time clocks 
and M2M modems. You should either have an existing AP22/M2M installation or have purchased 
these along with your Guardian Series product. The AP22 and M2M will need to fit inside your 
cabinet with your Guardian Series installation.


Take time to plan how and where you will be fitting the Guardian Series board/panel, AP22, and M2M 
inside of your cabinet. The AP22 is designed to fit on the right-hand side of the Guardian product. If 
necessary, rearrange or remove existing AP22/M2M products to simplify installation. 


Step 3 – Mount Guardian Series Product


Follow the instructions based on the specific Guardian Series product you are installing:


 Guard: Remove existing RTC flasher control board by unscrewing it from the panel and mount  
 your Guard circuit board using the same screws and mounting holes.


 Guard1: The Guard1 needs to be installed directly beneath the existing solar regulator and 
 close to where the AP22 and M2M products are/will be installed. Drill the provided self-tapping 
 screws through the mounting holes in the silver bracket to secure the Guard1 to the cabinet in 
 the proper location. 


 Guard2: The Guard2 needs to be installed close to where the AP22 and M2M products are/will 
 be installed. Drill the provided self-tapping screws through the mounting holes in the silver 
 bracket to secure the Guard2 to the cabinet in the desired location.


Step 4 – Mount AP22 and M2M


If AP22 was removed from the cabinet during Step 2, remount the AP22 to the cabinet on the right-
hand side of the Guardian product using existing hardware. If you are installing AP22 for the first time, 
drill three 8/32” x ½” screws through the mounting holes and into the cabinet to the right side of the 
Guardian product. The M2M installs directly onto the AP22 using the provided M2M mount. 


Step 5 - Connect Solar Regulator  (see Guardian wiring reference on back)


Please Note: Connecting the solar regulator is only necessary if you are installing a Guard or Guard1 
product. If you are installing a Guard2, skip to Step 6.


The Guardian is equipped with six red embedded wires which correlate to the terminal positions on 
the solar regulator. When connecting these wires, it is important to make the connections in the 
following order:


 1. Disconnect all wiring currently connected to the solar regulator
 2. Connect the Battery + and Battery - wires to the solar regulator
 3. Connect the Solar + and Solar - wires to the solar regulator
 4. Connect the Load + and Load - wires to the solar regulator


Step 6 - Connect AP22 Time Clock and M2M  (see Guardian wiring reference on back)


Connect the new AP22 wiring harness (attached to Guardian board) to the time clock. If any problem 
arises, see back of guide for terminal block 1 wiring diagram.)


Connect the Guardian to the cell modem using the provided connection harness labeled  
“modem/radio”.


Step 7 – Install Door Switch  (optional)


Please Note: In order for the Guardian door-monitoring feature to work, a door switch must 
be ordered and correctly installed. Door switches do not come standard with Guardian Series 
Products, but can be purchased separately from RTC and shipped along with your order. 


The door switch operates as the “lever” of the switch is pressed in towards the black base of the 
switch. The door switch needs to be installed in a position & location that allows the cabinet door 
to press in the switch “lever” when the cabinet door is closed and let off “lever” when the cabinet 
is open. This will vary from cabinet to cabinet, but typically the side of the inside lip of the cabinet 
works well.


Choose a location that follows the above guidelines and mount the door switch using a drill and 
the provided mounting screws. Connect the black wire of the door switch to the COM terminal 
block and the red wire to the DOOR terminal block on TB1. Incorrect wiring can result in 
damage of product. See back of guide for wiring diagram.


Step 8 - Connect Cabinet Components to Terminal Block 2 (TB2)


Take the Battery +, Battery -, Solar + and Solar - conductors (previously disconnected in Step 1) 
and connect them to terminal block 2 on the Guardian Flasher Circuit Board. 


ALERT: BATTERY must be connected before SOLAR for the system to work. We recommend the 
connection sequence as: 1) BATTERY,  2) SOLAR and then 3) LEDs.


Use the following TB2 schematic diagram as a reference:


Step 9 - Setup Guardian Series Product in RTC Connect™


After the hardware installation is complete, the Guardian system must be set up in RTC Connect. 
Detailed steps can be found in the Quick Start Guide in RTC Connect. To access the guide, follow 
these steps:
 
 1. Download & Open RTC Connect Software
 2. Log In
 3. Click on “Utilities” on the Left Tool Bar
 4. Select “Quick Start Guide”
 5. Click on the “Adding A Guardian” title and follow directions


LED 1 LED 2 LED 3


SOLAR BATTERY -------- LOAD -------- CONF L2 L1
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INTRODUCTION


The AP22 is a two-circuit, AC or DC (12VDC) powered, calendar programmable solid state time switch used for switching 
electric circuits according to a preset time and date program. The AP22 is primarily designed for school zone and traffic 
control use where multiple daily/weekly programs are required on an annual basis.


INSTALLATION OVERVIEW


The AP22 may be attached by using the keyhole tab on the back of the enclosure. Two mounting holes on the inside of the 
enclosure and below the circuit board are accessible for additional support.


Outdoor use of AP22 requires installation in a NEMA Type-4 cabinet. Indoor installations do not require a weather-tight 
enclosure.    


 Physical Dimensions:  10.375" H x 4.75" W x 2" D including harness
 Weight:   approximately 3 pounds 
 Operating Temperature:  -30˚ to +74˚C


PROGRAMMING FEATURES


10 DAY PLANS — Day Plan 1 is the default day plan that will control time switch operation during the normal week timing 
plan. The other day plans will control time switch operation for time periods that require a different timing plan with Day Plan 
0 being an empty timing plan used for school holidays and weekends.


16 PROGRAM STEPS — Each day plan (1-9) has 16 program steps. The 16 program steps are used to program ON/OFF 
times for relay 1 and/or relay 2.


DEFAULT DAY PLAN — The preset day plan that will operate if no other day plans are entered (unless an annual or exception 
plan is programmed).


DEFAULT WEEK PLAN — A set of day plans that operate each week unless overridden by an exception plan. The default week 
plan permits the assigning of any day plan to each day of the week. The default week plan (1) operates the AP22 every week 
of the year. An annual plan program overrides the default week plan program. 


ANNUAL PLAN — The AP22 has 36 different annual plans available. Annual plans use an exception-day concept for 
programming special events such as holidays, early release days, etc., throughout the calendar.


PROGRAMMABLE DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME ADJUSTMENT — The AP22 automatically adjusts for daylight saving time changes 
according to U.S. law. Re-programmable if law changes.


AUTOMATIC LEAP YEAR COMPENSATION — Perpetual type calendar to adjust for the extra day every 4 years


TRANSFER — Allows program data to be transferred from one AP22 to another.


MANUAL OVERRIDE — Allows one or both relays to be manually activated or deactivated from the keyboard. The manual 
override will remain in effect until the next programmed step occurs.


AP22 Programming Manual
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PROGRAMMING INTRODUCTION


Programming the ON/OFF functions of the time switch begin with entering a program step time into a day plan(s).


DAY PLAN — A day plan is the programmed ON/OFF steps for a single day. Each day plan has 16 program steps. Day plans 
are assigned to a day of the week in the week plan.  


WEEK PLAN — This programming format gives flexibility for having a completely different timing plan for any day of the week. 


ANNUAL PLAN — This feature uses an exception-day format that allows the operator to assign any day plan to run anytime 
throughout the school calendar. There are 36 annual plan program steps available.


CURSOR — The flashing square character indicating the data entry fields of the AP22. The cursor indicates the data at that 
position can be entered or changed by using the AP22 keyboard.


ENTER () — This key is used to finalize every data entry procedure. Pressing the ENTER () key will enter the data at that 
position into the AP22 and move the cursor to the next program field.


PROGRAMMING SEQUENCE


1CREATE
DAY PLANS 2CREATE


WEEK PLANS 3CREATE
ANNUAL PLANS


• Choose Day Plan Number
• Choose Step Number
• Choose Time
• Choose to Turn Relay 1 
   or Relay 2 On or Off


• Choose Day-Of-Week
• Choose Day Plan to Run 
   for that Day-Of-Week


• Choose Exception
   (Annual Plan Number)
• Choose Start Date
• Choose End Date
• Choose Day Plan Number


AP22 Programming Manual
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PRIMARY PROGRAMMING FUNCTION KEYS


MAIN DISPLAY


EXITENTER


ANNUAL PLAN


DAY PLAN


WEEK PLAN


DATE


AP22 Programming Manual
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PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTIONS 


Programming must begin from the MAIN DISPLAY. The MAIN DISPLAY 
shows the DAY, TIME, DATE and RELAY status.


To Return to the MAIN DISPLAY at any time, press the EXIT (#) key.  
Press the ENTER () key to “step” through a field without changing  
the settings.


PROGRAM THE TIME-OF-DAY


1. From the MAIN DISPLAY, press key 3 (TIME) then ENTER ().


2. This brings up the TIME screen.
    The cursor will be on the hour field.
    Key in the Hour (i.e.: 03 for 3 o’clock) and then ENTER ().


3. The cursor will move to the minutes field.
    Key in the Minute (i.e.: 28 for 28 minutes) then ENTER ().


4. The cursor will move to the AM/PM field.
    Key 1 for AM; 2 for PM then ENTER ().
    Make sure a common second is being used so the
    times are truly synced.      h h  m m  2 = P M       


C o m m a n d ?  0 3


Step 1


T i m e ?  0 3 : 2 8  P M
     h h  m m  2 = P M       


Step 2


T i m e ?  0 3 : 2 8  P M


Step 3


T i m e ?  0 3 : 2 8  P M


Step 4


M o n  0 5 : 4 3 : 2 3  P M
0 2 / 1 3 / 1 5  R l y s  - -


Main Display


TIME


RELAYS


DAY


DATE


     h h  m m  2 = P M       
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PROGRAM THE DATE


1. From the MAIN DISPLAY, press D (DATE) then ENTER ().


2. Key in the Month (ie: 01 for January) then ENTER ().


3. Key in the Day (i.e.: 01 for the first day of the month)
    then ENTER ().


4. Key in Year (i.e.: 15 for 2015) then ENTER ().


C o m m a n d ?  0 D


Step 1


D a t e ?  0 1 - 0 0 - 0 0


Step 2


m m / d d / y y


D a t e ?  0 1 - 0 1 - 0 0


Step 3


m m / d d / y y


D a t e ?  0 1 - 0 1 - 1 5


Step 4


m m / d d / y y


AP22 Programming Manual
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PROGRAM DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME (DST)


1. From the MAIN DISPLAY, press 7 (DST) then ENTER ().


2. The AP22 will default to the current U.S. standards:
 
 S (Spring), M = 03 (March), SUN = 2 (second Sunday)
 
 F (Spring), M = 11 (November), SUN = 1 (first Sunday)


The AP22 will automatically default to these times. 


To change the month, simply key in the new month and press ENTER (). 
 
To change to another Sunday of the month, key in the Sunday of the 
desired month by entering:


 1    first Sunday


 2    second Sunday


 3    third Sunday


 4    fourth Sunday


 5    last Sunday


Then press ENTER ().


To disable DST, enter the Spring month as 0.


PROGRAM THE DAY-OF-WEEK


1. From the MAIN DISPLAY, press 4 (DAY) then ENTER ().


In all versions of AP22 4.04 or earlier this screen allows the day-of-week 
to be set. In CP22 versions the time switch correctly enters the
day-of-week based on the date entered.


2. Press the 4 key to advance the day-of-week, then ENTER ().


The next screen to appear will be the MAIN DISPLAY.


C o m m a n d ?  0 4


Step 1


D a y ?  S u n


Step 2


C o m m a n d ?  0 7


Step 1


Step 2


S  D S T  M = 0 3  S U N  = 2
 D E F  M = 0 3  S = 2
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PROGRAM DAY PLANS


The AP22 has a total of 10 different day plans. Day Plan 1 is the 
default day plan. It’s program should be the ON and OFF schedule for 
a normal school day. Each day plan has a maximum of 16 program 
steps from step 00 through step 15. Each step of the day plan is an 
event time that can be used to turn relay 1 or relay 2 on or off.


Day plans 2 through 9 are programmed for schedules that 
are different from the normal day plan (i.e.: Day Plan 2 could 
be programmed as an early release day; Day Plan 3 could be 
programmed as a summer school day; etc.)


ALWAYS DOUBLE CHECK YOUR DAY PLAN PROGRAMMING.


1. From the MAIN DISPLAY, press B (DAY PLANS) then ENTER ().


2. Key in the Day Plan number, or press B to advance through the  
    Plan numbers, then ENTER ().


3. Key in the Step number, or press the B key to advance through the 
    Step numbers, then ENTER ().


4. Key in the Hour for this Step, then ENTER ().


Depicts the programming of PLAN 1, STEP 00 to  
turn RELAY 1 “ON” at 7:15 AM.


P l a n : 1   S t e p : 0 0
0 7 : 1 5 A   R e l a y s : 1 -


Depicts the programming of PLAN 1, STEP 01 to  
turn RELAY 1 “OFF” at 8:30 AM.


P l a n : 1  S t e p : 0 1
0 8 : 3 0 A  R e l a y s : - -


Step 1


C o m m a n d ?  0 B


Step 2


P l a n : 1   S t e p : 0 0
0 0 : 0 0 A  R e l a y s : - -


Step 3


P l a n : 1   S t e p : 0 0
0 0 : 0 0 A  R e l a y s : - -


Step 4


P l a n : 1   S t e p : 0 0
0 7 : 0 0 A  R e l a y s : - -


STEP HOUR


00


NORMAL DAY PLAN 1


01


02


03


MIN AM/PM ON OFF ON


04


07


08


02


04


15


30


45


00


A


A


P


P


X


X


X


X


X


X


X


X


RELAY 1 RELAY 2


OFF


DAY PLAN PROGRAM SHEET EXAMPLE
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Step 6


P l a n :  1  S t e p : 0 0
0 7 : 1 5 A  R e l a y s : - -


CLEAR THE PROGRAM IN A DAY PLAN


1. To clear the program in a day plan press C,
    then B, then ENTER ().


2. Key in the Day Plan number to be cleared, then ENTER ().
    This example shows the program for day plan 3 will be cleared.


3. Press 1 to clear the day plan.
    Press EXIT (#) to avoid clearing the day plan, and keep it as is.
    Both entries will return you to the MAIN DISPLAY.


To clear additional day plans, repeat the above procedure for the 
correct day plan number.


Step 1


C o m m a n d ?  C B


Step 2


C l e a r  P l a n ?  1
P l a n  1  -  9


Step 3


1 = C l e a r  P l a n  1


Step 7


P l a n :  1   S t e p : 0 0
0 7 : 1 5 A  R e l a y s : 1 -


Step 5


P l a n : 1   S t e p : 0 0
0 7 : 1 5 A  R e l a y s : - -


AP22 Programming Manual


5. Key in the Minute for this Step, then ENTER ().


6. Press 1 for AM or 2 for PM, then ENTER ().


7. Press 1 to turn Relay 1 on or off, then ENTER (); Press 2 to 
    turn Relay 2 on or off, then ENTER ().


The screen will automatically advance to the next Step. When all of the 
Steps have been programmed, Press EXIT (#) to advance to the next 
day plan number.  When all day plans have been programmed, press 
EXIT (#) to return to the MAIN DISPLAY.
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PROGRAM THE DEFAULT WEEK PLAN


The default week plan is the school schedule the AP22 runs every week.


After programming all the day plans, assign any day plan to any day of the week to accommodate the normal weekly  
school schedule.  


The default programming for the default week plan is shown above. Day plan 1 is automatically assigned to operate  
Monday through Friday.  No other programming is necessary if the schedule is the same for Monday through Friday.


However, if a school has an early release day every Thursday, the Day Plan for the early release day can be scheduled 
to run every Thursday. The example above shows Day Plan 2 being programmed to run every Thursday.  If Day Plan 2 is 
programmed as an early release, the AP22 will run this schedule every Thursday.


1. From the MAIN DISPLAY press WEEK PLAN (C) then ENTER ().


2. Press C to advance to the weekday to be programmed,
    then ENTER ().


3. Press 2 to program day plan 2 to run every Thursday,
    then ENTER ().


The screen will automatically advance to the next day. When all of 
the day plans have been programmed, press EXIT (#) to return to the 
MAIN DISPLAY.


Step 1


C o m m a n d ?  0 C


Step 2


T h u  =  P l a n  1
0 = H o l i d a y  1 = N r m 1


Step 3


T h u  =  P l a n  2
0 = H o l i d a y  1 = N r m 1


AP22 Programming Manual


A = Factory selected Day Plans for Default Week Plan


0 = No School Day Plan
1 = Normal Day Plan


B = User selected Day Plans for the Default Week Plan


DEFAULT WEEK PLAN
A


SUN
MON
TUE
WED
THU
FRI
SAT


0
1
1
1
1
1
0


2


WEEK PLAN PROGRAM SHEET EXAMPLE


B
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1. From the Main Display press A (ANNUAL), the ENTER ().


2. Key in the Exception (Annual Plan Number), then ENTER ().


3. Key in the Start Month (ie: 03 for March), then ENTER ().


4. Key in the Start Day, then ENTER ().


5. Key in the Start Year, then ENTER ().


6. Key in the End Month, then ENTER ().
 If this is a one day exception, press enter without entering 
 a number.


PROGRAM ANNUAL PLANS


The AP22 has a total of 36 different annual plans. The annual plan feature uses an exception-day concept for 
programming school holidays, spring break, early releases, the start and end of summer vacation and summer 
school, etc. The system works by entering the month, day, and year the annual plan will start, and the month, day 
and year the annual plan will end. If it is a one day exception, only the start date needs to be entered (for example, 
Steps 00, 01, and 03 shown below).


STEP MONTH


00


START END


01


02


03


DAY YEAR MONTH DAY YEAR
DAY


PLAN


04


05


35


02


03


03


05


06


16


10


09


08


12


15


15


15


15


15


02


03


03


05


8


16


10


13


08


14


15


15


15


15


15


0


2


0


2


0


The sample chart to the right indicates the following exception days 
in the annual plan:


Step 00 = School holiday for February 16, 2015
Step 01 = Early release day for March 10, 2015
Step 02 = Spring Break from March 9 through March 13, 2015
Step 03 = Early release for May 8, 2015
Step 04 = Start of Summer vacation on June 12, 2015
    End of Summer Vacation on August 14, 2014


Step 1


C o m m a n d ?  0 A


Step 2


E x c e p t i o n ?  0 2


Step 3


S t a r t ?  0 3 / 0 0 / 0 0
E x =  0 2  m m / d d / y y


Step 4


S t a r t ?  0 3 / 0 9 / 0 0
E x =  0 2  m m / d d / y y


Step 5


S t a r t ?  0 3 / 0 9 / 1 5
E x =  0 2  m m / d d / y y


Step 6


E n d ?    0 3 / 0 0 / 0 0
E x =  0 2  m m / d d / y y
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7. Key in the End Day, then ENTER ().


8. Key in the End Year, then ENTER ().


9. Key in the Day Plan Number that will run during the dates    
    programmed above. Remember that Day Plan 0 is the plan for
    when there is no school.


10. The screen will automatically advance to the next annual plan
      number, when all of the annual plans have been programmed,
      press EXIT (#) to return to the MAIN DISPLAY.


Step 7


E n d ?    0 3 / 1 3 / 0 0
E x =  0 2  m m / d d / y y


Step 8


E n d ?    0 3 / 1 3 / 1 5
E x =  0 2  m m / d d / y y


Step 9


P l a n ?  0


CLEAR ALL ANNUAL PLANS


1. To Clear the program in all of the annual plans press C, then A,
    then ENTER ().


2. Press 1 to clear all annual plans. Press EXIT (#) to avoid clearing
    the annual plans. Both entries will return you to the MAIN DISPLAY.


Step 10


E x c e p t i o n ?  0 3


Step 1


C o m m a n d ?  C A


Step 2


1  =  C l e a r  A l l
A n n u a l  P l a n s .
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TRANSFER A PROGRAM


1. To transfer the program from one AP22 to another, press 78,  
    then press ENTER () on the time switch the program will be  
    transferred from. An RTC time-switch-to-time-switch transfer cable
    (not included) is required for the transfer. 


2. Connect the transfer cable to the two time switches and press
    ENTER () on the time switch the program will be transferred from.
    The receiving AP22 will display this screen.


The program will be downloaded from one time switch to the other.


A t t a c h  C a b l e ,
T h e n  P r e s s  *


Step 1


R e c e i v i n g . . .  3 5 7
P l e a s e  W a i t .


Step 2


HOW TO USE MANUAL CONTROL


1. To operate the relays of the AP22 manually, press 1,  
    then ENTER ().


Press 1 to turn RELAY 1 on or off,
Press 2 to turn RELAY 2 on or off, 
Press ENTER () to initiate the manual control feature.
 
2. The MAIN DISPLAY will change as follows to indicate the relay(s)  
    are in a manual control state. The relays will remain in this state  
    until the next program step of the day plan begins or until it is   
    manually turned off.


Step 2


R e l a y s : - -
1  - R l y 1 ,  2  - R l y 2


Step 2


M o n  0 5 : 4 3 : 2 3  P M
0 2 / 1 3 / 1 5  R l y s  1 -
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WIRING HARNESS COLOR CHARTS


PIN #


1


2


3


4


5


6


7


8


9


10


11


12


13


14


15


16


BLACK/WHITE


WHITE


GREEN


YELLOW/BLACK


YELLOW


BLUE/BLACK


BLUE/WHITE


ORANGE


WHITE/YELLOW


BLACK/RED


WHITE/ORANGE


RED


BLUE


120 VAC


AC-(NEUTRAL)


CHASSIS GROUND


RELAY 1 COMMON


RELAY 1 N/C


RELAY 2 COMMON


RELAY 2 N/O


NO USE


RELAY 1 N/O


DC-


NO USE


DC+


RELAY 2 N/C


WIRE COLOR FUNCTIONAP22 
STANDARD WIRING


TXDOT WIRING


1


2


3


4


5


6


7


8


9


10


11


12


13


14


15


16


BLACK


WHITE


GREEN


RED


YELLOW


BLUE/BLACK


BLUE/WHITE


ORANGE


N/U


WHITE/YELLOW


WHITE/RED


WHITE/BLACK


N/U


WHITE/ORANGE


N/U


BLUE


120 VAC


AC-(NEUTRAL)


CHASSIS GROUND


RELAY 1 N/O


RELAY 1 N/C


RELAY 2 COMMON


RELAY 2 N/O


RECEIVE (N/U)


N/U


RELAY 1 COMMON


DC+


DC-


N/U


TRANSMIT (N/U)


N/U


RELAY 2 N/C


WIRE COLOR FUNCTIONPIN #
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A = Factory selected  
 Day Plans for 
 Default Week Plan


0 = No school Day Plan
1 = Normal Day Plan


B = User selected 
 Day Plans for the   
 Default Week Plan


STEP HOUR


00


01


02


03


MIN AM/PM ON OFF ON


04


RELAY 1 RELAY 2


OFF


05


06


07


08


09


10


11


12


13


14


15


DAY PLAN RECORD


NORMAL DAY PLAN 1


AP22 Programming Manual


NOTES: ___________________________________________________


  ___________________________________________________


  ___________________________________________________


  ___________________________________________________


  ___________________________________________________


  ___________________________________________________


  ___________________________________________________


PROGRAMMING RECORDSAP22


DEFAULT WEEK PLAN
A


SUN
MON
TUE
WED
THU
FRI
SAT


0
1
1
1
1
1
0


B
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ANNUAL PLAN RECORD


STEP MONTH


00


START END


01


02


03


DAY YEAR MONTH DAY YEAR
DAY


PLAN


04


05


06


07


08


09


10


11


12


13


14


15


16


17


18


19


20


21


22


23


24


25


26


27


28


29


30


31


32


33


34


35
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SCREEN 0A — ANNUAL PLAN PROGRAMMING


This screen is used for entering annual plans. These plans select a  
date range, then a day plan that will run within the date range. There  
are 36 annual plans from plan 0 to plan 35. Select day plan 0 to have  
no relays activated.


The time switch will not run properly if annual plans overlap. The time switch runs the day plan of the first valid annual plan it 
finds for the day. If there are other annual plans that are in the same range they will not be used.


T i m e ?  0 9 : 2 8  A M
h h  m m  2 = P M


R e l a y s :  - -
1  - R l y 1 ,  2  - R l y 2


D a y  O f  W e e k  S e t
A u t o m a t i c a l l y


S  D S T  M = 0 3  S U N = 2
 D E F  M = 0 3  S = 2


This document was last edited September 2017 for version 3.20. Some commands may not be available in previous 
versions of firmware. Visit RTC-Traffic.com for the latest version of AP22 firmware.


INSTRUCTIONS


To start any of the command screens below, type the screen number on the keypad from the MAIN DISPLAY and 
press ENTER (). At any point, return to the MAIN DISPLAY by pressing EXIT (#).


AP22 Programming Manual


COMMON SCREEN COMMANDSAP22


E x c e p t i o n ?  0 0


SCREEN 01 — MANUAL CONTROL


This screen turns a relay on or off manually. The relay will stay 
in the programmed state until a different calendar event is 
processed.


SCREEN 03 — SET TIME


This screen allows the hour and minute to be set. By pressing
ENTER (*), the seconds field is set to 0.


SCREEN 04 — DAY OF WEEK


In all versions of AP22 4.04 or earlier, this screen allows the
day-of-week to be set. In CP22 versions, the time switch correctly 
enters the day-of-week based on the date entered (see Screen OD 
on page 25).


SCREEN 07 — DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME SETUP


This screen allows daylight saving time to run in the time switch. 
Enter the month and the weekend the time switch should enter or 
exit DST. The AP22 will default to these current U.S. standards:


 S (Spring), M = 03 (March), SUN = 2 (second Sunday) 


 F (Spring), M = 11 (November), SUN = 1 (first Sunday)


To disable DST enter the Spring month as 0.
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SCREEN 22 — TIME SWITCH ADDRESS


This screen programs the address of the time switch. If the time  
switch is not in a Radio or WiFi network then leave this set to:
Mgrp = 0 Grp = 0 Loc = 0


For radio or WiFi networks, this number must be unique in the network.


MASTER GROUP (Mgrp)
— Typically set to 01
— A Master Group can contain up to 99 GROUPS (GRP)


GROUP (Grp)
— A Group can contain up to 99 time switches
— Each time switch within a group is given a LOCATION NUMBER (Loc)


LOCATION NUMBER (Loc)
— A Location Number uniquely defines a time switch within a group.
— This number should be from 1-99
— Typically all time switches in a school are in the same group.


For example, the address for the 3rd time switch in the second group of schools would be: Mgrp = 1 GRP = 2 Loc = 3


Once more than 99 groups are in Mgrp = 1, then Mgrp = 2 can begin being used.


T h u  =  P l a n  1
0 = H o l i d a y  1 = N r m 1


P l a n : 1   S t e p : 0 0
0 7 : 1 5 A   R e l a y s : 1 -


SCREEN 0B — DAY PLAN SETUP


This screen is used for setting up a day plan. The day plan number can 
run from 1–9. Each day plan consists of 16 steps. The steps are the 
times the relays change to the programmed state.


SCREEN 0C — DEFAULT PLAN SETUP


This screen selects which day plan will run on any given day of week. 
Typically Sat and Sun are set to 0 and Mon–Fri are set to 1. However, 
if day plan 2 needs to run on Wednesday then select that day in the 
menu and program the day plan to 2.


SCREEN 0D — DATE SETUP


This screen sets the date for the time switch.


D a t e ?  0 1 - 0 1 - 1 5
       m m / d d / y y


M g r p  0 1    G r p  0 1
L o c  0 1


 
M g r p  0 1    G r p  0 2
L o c  0 3


AP22 Programming Manual
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SCREEN 35 — START TIME


This screen displays the date and time when the time switch 
was powered up as well as the last time the AP22 received a 
download.


Does not show keyboard entry data.


SCREEN 32 — DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME DEBUG


This screen displays the date DST starts, the date DST ends  
and whether or not the time switch thinks daylight saving time
is active.


SCREEN 31 — TIME ZONE


Use this screen to enter the number of hours away the time  
switch is from Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). The standard  
US time zones are shown below.


 EST - 5       CST - 6       MST - 7       PST - 8


Enter this number whether it is currently DST or not as this is the offset from UTC without regard to daylight saving 
time. If this is a stand alone system with GPS, this parameter must be set correctly to your time zone.


SCREEN 30 — GPS STATUS


The AP22 requires the latest processor and an external  
GPS antenna from RTC.


This screen displays the status of the optional GPS device  
attached to the connector on the AP22. This device will set the  
time in the AP22 when it varies more than 10 seconds away from  
the GPS satellite constellation.


The screen will report ‘Not Receiving’ when there is no GPS
receiver attached.


When the receiver is attached it will show a counter for each data  
packet received from the GPS receiver. The screen will show  
‘Receiving 14’. This will increment about once per second with each transmission from the GPS receiver. It typically 
takes less than 30 seconds to identify the GPS receiver when it has been recently powered up, however it may take 
up to five minutes.


Once the time is read from the GPS receiver, the display will show ‘GPS Locked’ and display the current time and date.


If the time is incorrect, it is likely the Time Zone parameter is setup incorrectly. See Screen 31 to set the correct 
Time Zone.


T i m e  Z o n e  =  - 0 6
- 5 = E S T  . .  - 8 = P S T


AP22 Programming Manual


S T A R T     0 1 / 1 5 / 1 5
T I M E   1 0 : 1 2 : 2 2  P M


D W N L O A D  0 1 / 1 2 / 1 5
T I M E   0 3 : 3 9 : 4 5  P M


D S T  E n a b l e d
O u t s i d e  o f  D S T


G P S  A c q u i r i n g  S A T
R e c e i v i n g  1 4 . . .


G P S  A c q u i r i n g  S A T
N o t  R e c e i v i n g . . .
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SCREEN 37 — M2M TIME


When an AP22 has an M2M modem attached, the cellular  
network tower time may be displayed. The Screen 37 command  
queries the modem for its tower time. If the modem is connected  
to the tower then the AP22 will be set to the modem time.


The best way to test this command is to set the AP22 to an  
incorrect time. For example, set the time to 12:00 AM using Command 03. Then enter Command 37 and the  
AP22 time will sync to the tower time. If the AP22 time does not sync, then the modem is not connected to the 
network. If the time is correct to the minute, but the hour is off then it is likely the AP22 is set to the wrong time 
zone. The time zone can be adjusted using Command 31 (see page 26).


M o d e m  P o w e r
I n i t i a l i z i n g . . .


H i t  *  T o  R e a d
M o d e m  T i m e


AP22 Programming Manual


SCREEN 39 — VIEW MODEM DETAILS


This screen allows the user to view the IMSI and IMEI numbers 
of the attached modem. The screen also displays whether or not 
the modem is registered on the network. If the modem is not 
registered on the network, no communication is possible


S h o w  I M S I :
R e a d i n g . . .


SCREEN 38 — MODEM POWER


When an AP22 has a modem attached, this command displays 
the modem cell power. This number is in dB and ranges from 
-101 through -40 with -40 being stronger than -101.


This command is useful when moving antennas around to find 
the best signal strength.


SCREEN 40 — SUNRISE AND SUNSET TIME


When latitude and longitude have been programmed into an  
AP22, the switch will calculate the sunrise and sunset time  
for its position on the map. Longitude and latitude are entered  
using Command 41 (manual) or Command 42 (GPS). GPS  
coordinates are indicated in decimal degrees as compared  
to degrees, minutes, seconds.


The formula for converting degrees, minutes, seconds to decimal degrees is:


 Degrees + (Minutes/60) + (Seconds/3600)


Many cell phones present location in degrees, minutes, seconds and there are many conversion  
utilities available online.


S U N R I S E  0 7 : 1 2  A M
S U N S E T   0 5 : 2 3  P M
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L A T  =    3 2 . 6 2 4 5
L O N  =  0 9 7 . 1 2 9 3


SCREEN 42 — READ GPS COORDINATES


From this screen, the latitude, longitude and time may be 
read provided there is an external GPS antenna installed. This 
command is best tested by setting the latitude to a random 
number, such as 10, using Command 41. Then use Command 
42 and see if the GPS coordinate changes to the position of 
the time switch. This command also sets the time in the AP22 
according to a cell tower or the GPS receiver.


SCREEN 77 — DATA CLEAR


Command 77 allows all programming from time switch to be 
cleared. On CP22 models the time and date of the clock is not 
changed, but all other steps, plans, annual plans and default 
plans are erased. On earlier models the time switch will revert to 
factory settings.


1 =  C l e a r  A l l  D a t a
# =  G o  B a c k


P r e s s  1  t o  R e a d
L A T  =   3 2 . 6 2 4 5


AP22 Programming Manual


A t t a c h  C a b l e ,
T h e n  P r e s s   *


A t t a c h  C a b l e ,
T h e n  P r e s s   *


SCREEN 78 — DATA TRANSFER


Command 78 allows programming from one AP22 to be 
transferred to another AP22. This function requires an AP22 
transfer cable (not included). Simply connect the two AP22s with 
the RTC cable. The transfer will start when you press ENTER ().


SCREEN 41 — LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE


This screen edits the latitude and longitude of the AP22. The 
coordinates used are in decimal degrees as compared to 
degrees, minutes, seconds. Refer to Screen 40 for information 
on converting degrees, minutes, seconds into decimal degrees.


The latitude is displayed in degrees North. The longitude is 
displayed in degrees West.


This information is used to calculate sunrise and sunset times. 
Relay times can be programmed to turn on and off relative to 
both sunrise and sunset. In order for these commands to work, 
the latitude, longitude and time zone must be correct.


SCREEN 78 — DATA TRANSFER


Command 78 allows programming from one AP22 to be 
transferred to another AP22. This function requires an AP22 
transfer cable (not included). Simply connect the two AP22s with 
the RTC cable. The transfer will start when you press ENTER ().
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C P 2 2  V e r 2 . 8 0
B u i l d  3  2 4 0 0 b d


1  =  C l e a r  A l l
A n n u a l  P l a n s .


C l e a r  P l a n ?  1
P l a n  1  -  9


AP22 Programming Manual


D a y  P l a n :  1
E x c e p t i o n :  x x


1 = R e s e t  A P 2 2
# = G o  B a c k


SCREEN 79 — RESET AP22


Command 79 tells the AP22 to restart. It is useful when reaching 
the power supply is difficult and changes that are retained 
through a power cycle need to be confirmed.


SCREEN 90 — STATUS


This screen displays the day plan currently running and which 
annual plan is active. If ‘Exception XX’ is displayed, then no 
annual plans are active.


SCREEN 99 — VERSION


This screen shows the software version the time switch is 
currently running.


SCREEN CA — CLEAR ANNUAL PLANS


This screen clears all annual plan programming, leaving 
programmed day plans and default plans unchanged.


SCREEN CB — CLEAR DAY PLANS


This screen clears all day plan programming, leaving the 
programmed annual plans unchanged.


3 G  I P
1 8 4 . 1 6 8 . 1 4 6 . 6 6


3 G  A P N  P a r t  1
c 2 . k o r e m 2 m . c o m


SCREEN DB — SERVER CONNECTION INFORMATION


This screen shows the server connection information for 3G data 
mode. This information is required for the 3G connection to work. 
You can enter this information into the time switch using RTC 
Connect CPR4 Loader. If the modem is setup correctly, this can 
also be done inside RTC Connect using the 3G Data command.


SCREEN DA — DIGITAL ADJUSTMENT


If the AP22 has a 3G modem with data mode, then this screen 
allows you to connect to the server and reprogram the device 
with the latest code. A typical use/test of this is to set the 
incorrect time on the AP22, issue the DA command, and after a 
minute or two, see if the time is corrected.
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Converting AP22 software to RTC ConnectTM software


School Zone Safety Since 1987


Operates on Windows®XP through Windows®8


1. Go to RTC-Traffic.com


2. Click ‘Software/Help’


3. Under ‘Legacy Software Downloads’, click AP22 Software v2.30


4. Install at prompt


5. Open the AP22 software


6. Go to ‘Utilities’


7. Click ‘Setup’


8. Click ‘Export to CSV files’; answer ‘Yes’ at the prompt


9. Close AP22 software


10. Open RTC ConnectTM


11. Go to ‘Utilities’


12. Click ‘Convert Version 9 CSV files’


RTC Connect™ software utilizes a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for both the 


school calendar and mapping of  flasher locations to make designing and 


maintaining your flasher network quick and easy — just what you would 


expect from the industry leaders at RTC.


AP22 Programming Manual
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LIMITED PRODUCT WARRANTY


RTC Manufacturing Inc. (RTC) warrants its products to be free from defects in materials 
and workmanship for a period of five (5) years from the date of purchase provided: 


 • the product was property installed, used, operated and maintained; and


 • the customer has proof of the date of purchase


RTC will, at its option, either repair or replace the defective product.


The customer at its cost shall deliver the defective product to RTC, and RTC will         
repair or replace the product and return it to the customer at RTC’s cost. 


RTC will not be responsible for damage caused by electrical surges, brownouts,    


blackouts, lightning or any other act of God or electrical event. 


PRODUCT EXCEPTIONS:


— Cellular Modem equipment carries the same warranty above, except the term is for  
 a period of one (1) year. 


— Radio Equipment carries the same warranty above, except the term is for a period   
 of one (1) year. 


— Batteries carry the same warranty above, except the term is for a period of           
 two (2) years. 
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Installation Guide for Guardian-Carmanah 


GUARDIAN SERIES


17165/050317
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After LED connectors have been created in all gray LED wires, make the following connections 
using the connectors from the Guardian board J3 wiring harness:


•  J3 wiring harness:  (> symbol = connect to)


 — LED1 (male) > LED 1 (female) coming from white Carmanah unit


 — LED2 (male) > LED 2 (female) coming from white Carmanah unit


 — LED3* (male) > LED 3 (female) coming from white Carmanah unit


  *Some installations only feature two LEDs. If this is the case, disregard steps  
    mentioning LED3.


 — LED1 (female) > LED 1 (male) coming from white Carmanah unit


 — LED2 (female) > LED 2 (male) coming from white Carmanah unit


 — LED3* (female) > LED 3 (male) coming from white Carmanah unit


Step 7 – Install Door Switch  (optional)


Please Note: In order for the Guardian door-monitoring feature to work, a door switch must 
be ordered and correctly installed. Door switches do not come standard with Guardian Series 
Products, but can be purchased separately from RTC and shipped along with your order. 


The door switch needs to be installed in a position and location that allows the cabinet door to  
press in the switch “lever” when the cabinet door is closed and let off “lever” when the cabinet is 
open. This will vary from cabinet to cabinet, but typically the side of the inside lip of the cabinet 
works well.


Choose a location that follows the above guidelines and mount the door switch using a drill 
and the provided mounting screws. The door switch for the GCR comes prewired to J4 of the 
Guardian board, so no additional wiring is required.


Step 8 - Reconnect Power


After all components have been connected, restore power to the system by connecting the male 
connectors from the wires on each battery to the female connectors on the wires coming from the 
white Carmanah unit. 


Step 9 - Setup Guardian Series Product in RTC Connect™


After the hardware installation is complete, the Guardian-Carmanah system must be set up in 
RTC Connect. Detailed steps can be found in the Quick Start Guide in RTC Connect. To access the 
guide, follow these steps:


 1. Download and Open RTC Connect Software


 2. Log In


 3. Click on “Utilities” on the Left Toolbar


 4. Select “Quick Start Guide”


 5. Click on the “Adding A Guardian” title and follow directions


 


 WIRE    WIRE 
ORIGINATION    TERMINATION
 LOCATION WIRE LABELED CONNECTS TO WIRE LABELED LOCATION
 J2 SOLAR LID > unlabeled Solar Wire from  LidCabinet Lid
 J2 SOLAR PNL 1 > SOLAR PNL 1 White Carmanah Unit
 J2 12V DC > 12V DC White Carmanah Unit
 J2 12V DC AP22 > 12V DC AP22 AP22 Wiring Harness
 J3 J3 AP22 > J3 AP22 AP22 Wiring Harness
 J3  SWITCH 2 > SWITCH 2 White Carmanah Unit
 J3 LED1 (male connector) > Gray LED Wire (female connector) White Carmanah Unit
 J3  LED2 (male connector) > Gray LED Wire (female connector) White Carmanah Unit
 J3  LED3* (male connector) > Gray LED Wire (female connector) White Carmanah Unit
 J3  LED1 (female connector) > Gray LED Wire (male connector) Inside of Pole
 J3  LED2 (female connector) > Gray LED Wire (male connector) Inside of Pole
 J3 LED3* (female connector) > Gray LED Wire (male connector) Inside of Pole
 J4 Door Switch (optional) N/A prewired Door Switch


Guardian-Carmanah Connection Guide


*Some installations only feature two LEDs.


AP22


M2M 
Modem


Plexiglass Cover


Thumb Screws


AP22 
Wiring 


Harness


J2 
Wiring 


Harness


J3
Wiring 


Harness


Male
Molex


Connector


AP22
DB9 Connector


Enclosure Modem
DB9 Connector


Modem
Power Connector


Female
Molex


Connector


Step 6B / 7 and 8 Visual Reference
Molex Connectors


Step 6B / 5 and 6 Visual Reference
Open Pin Connectors


For both male 
and female wires,  


strip the wire insulation 
3/16" and crimp the pin  
connector on the wire.


For both male 
and female wires,  


crimp the end of the  
pin connector on the 


insulation ONLY.


Female Pins On  
Wires From Pole


Male Pins On Wires  
From White Carmanah Unit


Female Pins Insert Into  
Male Molex Connector


Male Pins Insert Into  
Female Molex Connector







Step 1 – Shipment Inventory and Supplies:


The Guardian-Carmanah (GCR) is shipped as a metal enclosure that contains a mounted Guardian 
circuit board. Already connected to the mounted Guardian circuit board should be a modem harness 
(connected to J1), an 8-pin Carmanah wiring harness (connected to J2) and a 10-pin Carmanah 
wiring harness (connected to J3). An optional addition to the GCR is a door switch that if purchased, 
comes prewired to J4 of the Guardian board.


Shipped along with the board and enclosure is an AP22-Carmanah wiring harness, two 10/32 
phillips-head mounting screws, three male molex connectors, three female molex connectors, six 
male wire pins, and six female wire pins. 


IMPORTANT! The Guardian-Carmanah system requires the use of an RTC AP22 time clock and M2M 
cell modem. If you purchased a new AP22 and cell modem with your GCR, you should see them 
mounted inside your GCR enclosure. If you did not purchase AP22/modem products along with your 
GCR and are not using existing RTC AP22/modem products, please contact RTC Manufacturing to 
order.


Along with the product inventory above, you will need the following tools:


	 •		Magnetic	Phillips-head	screwdriver	 	 •		Wire	cutters


	 •		Wire	strippers	for	18	AWG	 	 •		Pin	crimpers	for	18	AWG	(not wire crimpers)


Step 2 – Disconnect Power and Components


To prevent harm to product and self, safely disconnect the battery connections and power  
to the system before touching any other components.


After the batteries have been disconnected, locate the wires coming from the white Carmanah unit 
for batteries, solar panel 1, switch 1, switch 2, 12V DC, LED1, LED2 and LED3. Label both sides of 
all connections, if not already done. Then, disconnect all wire connectors. If you do not see wire 
connectors for the LEDs, but instead see solid gray wires going from the white Carmanah unit 
down into the pole, do not cut or disconnect until told to do so in Step 6/Step 6B. 


Step 3 – Mount and Connect AP22 and M2M


Please Note: Step 3 must be followed only if you are using existing AP22 and cell modem 
equipment. If you are installing a GCR with new AP22 and cell modem hardware, the 
connections below should already be made. Read the following step to confirm the connections 
before proceeding. 


Disconnect and remove all existing AP22 and cell modem hardware, wiring, and mounting materials 
from the cabinet. 


Connect the round end of the new AP22 wiring harness (shipped with your GCR order) to the base of 
the AP22.


Mount the cell modem to the top of the AP22 using the modem mount.


Using the modem harness (connected to J1 on Guardian board), connect the round power cable to 
the power connector on the cell modem. Connect the DB9 connector labeled “modem” to the DB9 
connection on the modem. Finally, connect the other DB9 connector labeled “time switch” to the DB9 
connection at the top of the AP22.


Mount the AP22 to the GCR enclosure in the proper location using the screw on the enclosure and 
the slotted mounting hole on the back of the AP22. 


Step 4 - Mount the Guardian-Carmanah Enclosure to the Cabinet


Unscrew the thumbscrews to the plexiglass cover. Using the Phillips-head screw driver and the 
provided screws, secure the GCR enclosure to the cabinet by turning the screws through the enclosure 
holes and into the two cabinet mounting holes above the left-side battery. The GCR enclosure is 
designed to be installed with the AP22 on the left side of the cabinet and the Guardian board on the 
right, with the wiring harnesses protruding into the middle of the cabinet. Replace plexiglass cover 
once mounting is complete, with the white wire protector facing the top left corner.


Step 5 - Connect the Guardian Board to the  
White Carmanah Unit and the AP22 Time Switch


Locate the J2 and J3 wiring harnesses on the Guardian board. Both harnesses consist of wires that 
have been labeled and have a white male or female molex connector at the end. The labels and 
gender connectors correspond with component wiring (either new or disconnected in Step 2) that 
have labels and opposite-gender connectors.


Use the labels and gender connectors to make the following component connections:


•  J2 wiring harness:  (> symbol = connect to)


 — SOLAR LID > unlabeled connector coming from lid of solar panel cabinet


 — SOLAR PNL 1 > SOLAR PNL 1 (coming from white Carmanah unit)


 — 12V DC > 12V DC (coming from white Carmanah unit)


 — 12V DC AP22 > 12V DC AP22 (coming from the AP22 wiring harness)


•  J3 wiring harness:  (> symbol = connect to)


 — J3 AP22 > J3 AP22 (coming from the AP22 wiring harness)


 — SWITCH 2 > SWITCH 2 (coming from white Carmanah unit)


Step 6 - Connect LEDs


Locate the grey wires that are coming from the white Carmanah unit. These wires connect directly to 
the LEDs. 


In most Carmanah installations, you should find female molex connectors at the ends of the two or 
three gray wires coming from the white Carmanah unit and two or three male molex connectors at the 
ends of the gray wires coming from out of the pole. If this is the case, make the following connections 
using the connectors from the J3 wiring harness:


•  J3 wiring harness:  (> symbol = connect to)


 — LED1 (male) > LED 1 (female) coming from white Carmanah unit


 — LED2 (male) > LED 2 (female) coming from white Carmanah unit


 — LED3* (male) > LED 3 (female) coming from white Carmanah unit


  *Some installations only feature two LEDs. If this is the case, disregard steps  
    mentioning LED3.


 — LED1 (female) > LED 1 (male) coming from white Carmanah unit


 — LED2 (female) > LED 2 (male) coming from white Carmanah unit


 — LED3* (female) > LED 3 (male) coming from white Carmanah unit


Please Note: If you do not see component connectors for the LEDs and instead see solid gray 
wires going from the white Carmanah unit down into the pole, follow Step 6 B.


 


Step 6B – Creating LED Connectors


If the gray LED wires running from the white Carmanah unit down into the pole are solid and do not 
contain connectors, carefully follow these steps to create LED connectors:


1. Gently pull on gray wires to see if you can easily get the molex connectors in the pole to  
come back into the cabinet. If you can, go back to Step 6 and follow the steps. If not, 
continue below.


2. Cut one gray LED wire approximately 6 inches from the end that terminates at the white 
Carmanah unit.


3. Strip the gray insulation around the internal conductors approximately 1.5 inches back 
from both sides of the cut LED wire.


4. Strip the black and red wires approximately 3/16" back on both sides of the cut LED wire.


5. Using pin crimpers, attach the provided male pins to the stripped ends of the black and 
red wires that are coming from the gray LED wire that ends at the white Carmanah unit. 
See visual reference on back panel.


6. Using pin crimpers, attach the provided female pins to the stripped ends of the black and 
red wires that are coming from the gray LED wire that goes down into the pole. See visual 
reference on back panel. 


7. Place and push the male pins into a white female molex connector. The pin on the black 
wire should go into the hole on the side with the hinge on the end of the molex connector 
and the pin on the red wire should go into the other hole. See visual reference on back 
panel.


8. Place and push the female pins into a white male molex connector. The pin on the black 
wire should go into the hole on the side with the connector clip and the pin on the red wire 
should go into the other hole. See visual reference on back panel.


9. Repeat Steps 1-8 for each solid gray LED wire in the cabinet


Installation Guide for Guardian-Carmanah 


GUARDIAN SERIES
Please Note: This Installation Guide is for the Guardian-Carmanah (GCR) of the  
Guardian Series Product Line. Please take the time to verify that this is the correct guide for 
your installation. 
Installation Guides for other RTC products can be found at RTC-Traffic.com/software.html.
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Introduction


To install the AC Guardian, you will need:


 — All items shipped with your AC Guardian product including pre-wired enclosure,  
  two pre-installed mounting brackets, one wiring harness, one DB9 connection harness,  
  two tech screws, Velcro®, and (optional) door switch 
 — Phillips-head screw driver, drill and crimp tool 
 — Two 8/32" x ½" screws (only if you purchased new RTC time switch) 
 — Appropriately-sized cabinet that will fit the AC Guardian enclosure and bracket


Step 1 – Disconnect Power


To prevent harm to product and self, turn off the AC breaker to the cabinet before installing.


Step 2 – Plan and Adjust for Installation


Please Note: The AC Guardian is designed to work alongside RTC time switches and M2M modems. 
You should either have an existing RTC time switch / M2M installation or have purchased these along 
with your Guardian Series product. The RTC time switch and M2M will need to fit inside your cabinet 
with the AC Guardian installation.


Take time to plan how and where you will be fitting the AC Guardian enclosure, time switch, and cell 
modem. If necessary, remove existing hardware to make room for the AC Guardian enclosure. Be sure 
to keep track of mounting hardware for future use. Existing RTC customers shouldn’t need to remove 
their existing RTC time switch / M2M products, but it may vary based on cabinet type and space.


Step 3 – Mount AC Guardian Enclosure


AC Guardian orders ship with two pre-installed mounting brackets for various installations and tech 
screws to secure a bracket to the enclosure. 


One of the mounting brackets is a long “bar” bracket, which is ideal for existing RTC customers and 
new customers who have open space on their panel next to the RTC time switch. To mount, simply 
drill the two tech screws through the two outside holes of the mounting bracket and into the cabinet. 
Note: This bracket can also be taken off the side of the enclosure and moved to the top of the 
enclosure and similarly mounted, if necessary.


The other mounting bracket is a smaller U-shaped bracket, pre-installed to the top of the enclosure, 
which is designed to be used when there isn’t enough panel space available for the AC Guardian. 
This mounting process uses the space created from removing the RTC time switch in Step 2 above. 
Mount the AC Guardian by guiding the existing screw that was used to mount the RTC time switch 
through the “keyhole” opening on the back of the AC Guardian enclosure and pulling down on the 
blue enclosure.


Step 4 – Add Terminal Forks and Connect Wiring   
   (see wiring assignment on enclosure lid)


Trim the wires of the wiring harness to the desired length. Then, using a crimp tool, crimp the five  
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AC Guardian wires (black, white, red, red/black, and red/white) to the provided #8 terminal forks. 
Then, connect the terminal forks to the proper location following the wire assignment on the front of 
the enclosure or the front of this installation guide. 


Tip: Connect the red AC Guardian wire to the same point that supplies AC+ to the NEMA Flasher or 
Flash Cube. The termination point wire color will vary cabinet-to-cabinet.


Step 5 - Remount RTC Time Switch and M2M


If the RTC time switch or M2M were removed in Step 2, remount them inside the cabinet. If the AC 
Guardian needed to be installed where the time switch was previously, the u-shaped AC Guardian 
mounting bracket is designed to mount the RTC time switch directly on top of the AC Guardian. 
Loosen the screw on the front of the u-shaped AC Guardian bracket, thread the screw head through 
the “keyhole” opening on the back of the time switch, and pull down on the time switch enclosure. 
Tighten the screw to secure the time switch to the AC Guardian enclosure.


If cabinet space allows it, the M2M can mount on top of the RTC time switch or you can use the 
provided Velcro® to secure it nearby.


Step 6 - Connect RTC Time Switch and M2M to AC Guardian


Using the provided connection harness (P/N 507403HAC), connect the RTC time switch, M2M, and 
AC Guardian. The DB9 connector labeled “507403HAC” connects to the bottom of the AC Guardian 
enclosure. The DB9 connector labeled “TS” connects to the lid of the time switch. The DB9 connector 
labeled “M2M” and the power connector both connect to the M2M.


Step 7 – Install Door Switch  (optional)


Please Note: In order for the Guardian door-monitoring feature to work, a door switch must be 
ordered and correctly installed. Door switches do not come standard with Guardian Series Products, 
but can be purchased separately from RTC and shipped along with your order. 


The door switch operates as the “lever” of the switch is pressed in towards the black base of the 
switch. The door switch needs to be installed in a position and location that allows the cabinet door  
to press in the switch “lever” when the cabinet door is closed and let off the “lever” when the cabinet 
is open. This will vary from cabinet to cabinet, but typically the side of the inside lip of the cabinet 
works well.


Choose a location that follows the above guidelines and mount the door switch using a drill and the 
provided mounting screws. If a door switch is ordered at the same time as the AC Guardian, the door 
switch is prewired and ready to go. If the door switch is ordered separately, female slide in terminal 
forks need to be added to the blue and blue/white wires of the AC Guardian wiring harness and wired 
to the door switch. Cut the clear crimp caps off and use a crimp tool to add the terminal forks. First, 
connect the blue/white wire to “N/C”, followed by the blue wire to “COM”.


Step 8 - Setup AC Guardian in RTC Connect™


After the hardware installation is complete, the AC Guardian unit must be set up in RTC Connect. 
Detailed steps can be found in the Quick Start Guide in RTC Connect. To access the guide, follow 
these steps: 


 1. Download and open RTC Connect software     
 2. Log in        
 3. Click on “Utilities” on the left toolbar


4. Select “Quick Start Guide”
5. Click on the “Adding A Guardian” title  
    and follow directions
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Application Note Number 16


CPR III, Pager-Radio-WiFi-LAN
Programmable Time Switch System


How to set the Group Address using the DIP Switch
The CPR2102 Time Switch has an 8-position DIP switch for setting the Group Address.  The Group Address DIP switch is clearly labled on
the printed circuit board.  The Group Address is programmable from 01 to 99.  The DIP switch has 4 positions for the units (1X) and 4
positions for the tens (10X).  Each position of the DIP switch is OFF when placed in the up position and ON when placed in the down
position.  The Group Address is set by adding the numbers adjacent to the switch/es in the down (shaded) position for the units (1X) and the
tens (10X) as follows:


Any other combination of switch settings will result in the Address LED indicator flashing steady.  To clear the Address LED, reset the switch
to the appropriate setting.


How to set the Location Address using the DIP Switch
The CPR2102 Time Switch has an 8-position DIP switch for setting the Location Address.  The Location Address DIP switch is clearly labled
on the printed circuit board.  The Location Address is programmable from 01 to 99.  The DIP switch has 4 positions for the units and 4
positions for the tens.  Each position of the DIP switch is OFF when placed in the up position and ON when placed in the down position.  The
Location Address is set by adding the numbers adjacent to the switch/es in the down position for the units (1X) and the tens (10X) as follows:


Any other combination of switch settings will result in the Address Indicator LED flashing steady.  To clear the Address LED, reset the switch
to the appropriate setting.


How to read the CPR2102 Time Switch address code
When the CPR2102 Time Switch is operating, the red LED will flash a code to indicate the Group and Location address as follows:


The red LED will pause for 4 seconds,
flash the X10 of the Group number,
pause for 2 seconds,
flash the X1 of the Group number,
pause 2 seconds,
flash the X10 of the Location number,
pause 2 seconds,
flash the X1 of the Location number.


NOTE:  The number zero is indicated by a long flash.


This flash code will repeat continuously and will indicate the Group and Location Address set on the DIP Switch.
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MASTER GROUP SWITCH SETTING


The Master Group Switch allows the user to increase the number of Group Addresses (99)
and Location Addresses (99) in the CPR 2102 system.  Each Group with 99 Addresses
and 99 Location Addresses is a Master Group.  The Master Group Switch allows the user
to select Master Groups by setting switch positions 0-9.


Master Group Switch Setting Instructions


The Main Screen of the CPR central office software has a drop down menu of Master
Groups 1 through 10.  The entering of data into a specific Master Group, Group Address
and Location Address at the central office and the setting of the field CPR unit rotary
Master Group Switch,  Group Address and Location Address DIP switches makes a
unique CPR address for the school zone location.
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